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The fruit of superexploited labor 
Support the boycott 

of Calif. table grapes 
Providence, R. I. 

I am urging all the readers of 
The Militant not to buy California 
grapes. Why? The grape-farm 
workers work in unsanitary con
ditions, have no medical attention, 
and are not paid during the time 
it takes to move from one field 
to another. To quote from a leaf
let concerning the farm workers' 
plight: 

"Farm workers are not covered 
by the National Labor Relations 
Law, and they can not have an 
election or any other kind of rec
ognition procedures. No matter 
how many workers want an elec
tion or a union, the grower is not 
legally obligated to meet or nego
tiate with them." 

Business will continue to sell 
California grapes to make their 
profits. I am urging one and all 
to BOYCOTT GRAPES. 

R.M. 

Kudos for party, 

paper and magazine 

Mt. Rainer, Md. 
I would like to commend the 

Socialist Workers Party, not only 
for its vigorous presidential cam
paign carried out by Halstead 
and Boutelle, and for The Mili
tant's consistently good coverage 
and analysis of the present world 
situation, but especially for the in
creasingly high quality of the In
ternational Socialist Review. The 
November-December issue has 
done an especially good job of 
coming to grips with the various 
issues confronting the Left today. 

R.G. 

Arab Israel conflict: 

a different view 
New York, N.Y. 

Regarding the letter of Alfred 
Gordon ['Progressive Israel'- a 
persistent myth] and the article by 
Tarif Khalidi [Zionist stand re
futed by Arab student] in the Nov. 
15 issue of your invariably valu
able newspaper: 

1) The Jewish workers were in 
dire straits due to lack of employ
ment. Unorganized Arab labor, 

(If you ore interested in the ideos of 

socialism, you can meet socialists in your 

city at the following addresses.) 

CAUFORNIA: Atascadero: YSA, Bill Blou, 
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(YSA), 2519A Telegraph Ave., Berkeley 
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Los Angeles: SWP and YSA, 1 702 East 
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Sacramento: Sacramento State College 
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1025 University Ave., Sacramento, Calif. 
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Pioneer Books, 2338 MarketS!., S. F. 94114. 
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Santa Rosa: Young Socialist Alliance, 
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GEORGIA: Atlanta: YSA, 187 14th St. 
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406 S. Washington. 

Champaign-Urbana: YSA, P. 0. Box2099, 

Station A, Champaign, IlL 61820. 
Chicago: SWP, YSA and bookstore, 302 

S. Conal St., Rm. 204, Chicago 60606. 
(312) 939-5044. 

which tolerated a lower standard 
of living, was hired exclusively. 
The result was an economic struc
ture of a nation entirely occupied 
in a single, parasitical class- the 
same malady that afflicts the Jew
ish people elsewhere. If the Jewish 
workers had wanted, they could 
have occupied higher positions, 
but they wanted to recreate a nor
mal nation instead. Onlythiscam
paign of "Jewish labor" forced the 
hiring of some Jewish workers and 
changed the Jewish population 
from typical imperialistic colo
nizers. As a result of the creation 
of a Jewish working group, job 
opportunities, wages and living 
standards improved for the entire 
proletariat. 

2) All discriminatory laws 
against Arab Israelis, instituted 
because of security considera
tions, were repealed, largely 
through the efforts of Mapam, a 
Socialist-Zionist party in which 
Arab Israelis are full members. 

3) The Israeli economy re
quires assistance largely because 
of hugeweaponsexpenditures and 
the boycott by the Arab states. 
Not only is trade between Israel 
and the Arab states prohibited, 
but firms that trade with Israel 
are boycotted. Not only is Israel 
barred from using the Suez Canal, 
but any ship that docks in Israel 
is barred also. 

4) Moshe Dayan, while certain
ly a dangerous neofascist, wentto 
South Vietnam as a reporter. He 
sought to cover the N. L. F. and 
North Vietnam also, but was re
fused permission. His article pro
claimed the futility of American 
efforts and supported U. S. with
drawal. 

5) The Israeli government op
posed the Algerian revolution as 
the price of arms. Groups in Israel 
were organized in solidarity with 
both Algeria and Cuba and sent 
funds and medical supplies. Cuba 
retains diplomatic relations with 
Israel and Israeli advisers remain 
in Cuba. 

Israel is a capitalist country, 
and many of its policies are to be 
condemned. The same can be said 
of the Arab states. Most of the 
area's problems are the result of 
the policies of both sides, inspired 
by big-power manipulation. Is
rael needs Western investment and 
guns; so does the Kingdom of 
Jordan. Israel supported France 
in Algeria; Syria and Egypt sup-
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This column Is an open forum 
for all viewpoints on subjects of 
general interest to our readers. 
Please keep your letters brief. Where 
necessary they will be abridged. 
Writers' initials will be used, names 
being withheld unless authorization 
is given for use. 

ported Russia in Czechoslovakia. 
Israel has Dayan, the ruling 
group in Egypt actively supported 
Nazi Germany. One can continue 
ad infinitum. 

Socialists must support neutral
ization and demilitarization, the 
integrity of all countries, and all 
genuinely progressive forces. 
Only peace can allow the crystal
lization of a socialist revolution in 
the Middle East; terrorism 
strengthens all the forces of re
action, and ultimately hurts only 
the people. 

Yehuda Krantz, 
Hashomer Hatzair 

A necessary slant 

Okemos, Mich. 
I feel that The Militant serves 

a very useful purpose, and while 
its news analysis and interpreta
tion is often quite slanted, it is just 
this slant that is necessary to 
counterbalance the total effect of 
the rest (with very few exceptions) 
of the American news media. Even 
those newspapers published by 
other leftist organizations, for ex
ample, the Weekly People, al
though they also contain this 
slant, tend to become so dogmatic 
and hypothetical that they seem 
to have little real application to 
the world. In this respect, The 
Militant (and the Young Socialist) 
stand almost alone in bringing 
to the people meaningful and 
truthful news, and applying it 
to real and present problems. For 
this I thank you and hope that 
you will continue to keep up the 
fine work. 

C. H. 
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The pursuit of Eldridge Cleaver 
By Hal White 

SAN FRANCISCO, Dec. 1 - Black 
Panther leader Eldridge Cleaver who ig
nored an order to turn himself in to ·prison 
authorities Nov. 27, is the subject of an 
international search by California police. 

The Panther leader's parole had been 
revoked last April and, in effect, upheld 
by a Nov. 26 ruling by U.S. Supreme 
Court Justice Thurgood Marshall. His pa
role had been revoked after he was arrested 
by Oakland cops as they moved against 
him and other Panthers in a police-insti
gated shoot-out which resulted in the fatal 
shooting of 17-year-old Panther Bobby 
Hutton. At that time Cleaver escaped al
most certain death only after he threw up 
his hands and, completely nude, walked 
out of an apartment house police had sur
rounded. 

As Cleaver's scheduled return to jail 
drew close his supporters maintained a 
round-the-clock vigil in front of his framed 
house on Pine Street in San Francisco. 
They vowed that they would protect Cleaver 
from "police murder" should Cleaver be 
taken into custody. None of the police, 
however, are reported to have entered 
the Cleaver residence. 

Several days after Cleaver's flight from 
"justice," the vigilers finally left. Just before 
they departed, Cleaver's wife, Kathleen, 
accepted a citation at the doorsteps of their 
home which was signed by Nobel Peace 
Prize winner Owen Chamberlain along with 

BOOK REVIEW 

40 other University of California faculty 
members. 

Asked by reporters if he approved of 
Cleaver's failure to turn himself in, 
Cleaver's attorney, Charles Garry, asserted 
that he did not think it right to impose a 
white man's system of justice on Cleaver's 
thinking. "I carry out my legal responsi
bilities to the Black Panthers'' Garry em
phatically declared, "and the Black 
Panthers carry out their political respon
sibilities." 

Rumors of Cleaver's whereabouts 
abound here in the Bay Area, but none 
have been substantiated. 

At a fund-raising rally in San Francisco 
sponsored by the International Committee 
for the Defense of Eldridge Cleaver just 
six days before his scheduled "surrender" 
to the parole board, Cleaver had virtually 
predicted that he would not show up. 

"I don't feel any need for rehabilitation," 
he said. 

Recalling his days in prison in Califor
nia Cleaver told his audience about the 
horrible and inhuman conditions that he 
and other black prisoners faced there daily. 
He said he resolved that after he got out 
of that living hell he would get politically 
active and help black people. 

Cleaver related how it wasn't until he 
became a political person that he really 
felt the wrath of the white ruling class. 
"I had more trouble with probation officers 
than I did when I was committing rapes 
and robberies," he said. 

The International Committee for the De
fense of Eldridge Cleaver is continuing 
with its plans to disseminate information 
concerning the Cleaver case and raising 
money for legal defense and publicity. 

The address of the Cleaver Defense Com
mittee is 495 Beach St., San Francisco, 
Calif. 94133. 

Eldridge Cleaver 

A bad new book on Malcolm X 
TO KILL A BLACK MAN by Louis E. 
Lomax. Holloway House, 1968, 256 pp., 
$.95. 

1968 has been a bad year for books 
about Malcolm X. First there was Archie 
Epps' The Speeches of Malcolm X at Har
vard, mediocre·as scholarship and absurd 
as analysis (see The Militant, Aug. 9 ). 
Now there is Louis Lomax's book, which 
is even worse. 

To Kill a Black Man is about Malcolm 
and Martin Luther King, both of whom 
Lomax knew, and which he began to write 
shortly after Dr. King's assassination last 
April. This review will deal only with the 
parts about Malcolm, which cover about 
two-thirds of the book. 

Most of what is good in this book is not 
new: Lomax borrows liberally from The 
Autobiography of Malcolm X, Malcolm X 
Speaks, The Last Year of Malcolm X, and 
his own 1963 work, When the Word Is 
Given . ... And most of what is new in it 
is not good: The book contains many fac
tual errors, contradictions, inconsistencies, 
exaggerations and unverified or unveri
fiable assertions. 

Some of the factual errors are involun
tary; for example, Lomax says that Marcus 
Garvey "died in a con man's cell." As the 
term "con man" indicates, Lomax has a 
strong bias against Garvey. Perhaps that 
is why he relies on a poor memory of the 
black nationalist victim of U. S. govern
ment persecution, instead of looking up the 
fact that Garvey was released from prison 
in 1927 and did not die until1940. Other 
minor errors seem more calculated. Intro
ducing the speech Malcolm gave in Detroit 
a week before his death, Lomax says, "I 
have elected to print it in its entirety." But 
in Malcolm X Speaks, from which Lomax 
took the Detroit speech, without credit to 
its source, there were 18 different places 
in this speech where omissions were indi
cated (because those passages repeated 
points made in previous speeches in the 
book). Lomax has deleted those 18 omis
sion marks, showing he knew very well 
that he was not printing the entire speech. 

Lomax's account of Malcolm's assas
sination is an example of his extreme ir
responsibility. On one hand he says he is 
convinced that "the American government, 
particularly the CIA, was deeply involved 
in Malcolm's death," and on the other he 
accepts without question the CIA's version 
of who the hired killers were. He then tries 
to implicate "men very close to Malcolm" 
in the death plot-using nothing but the 
CIA's version as the basis for his accusa
tion. 

Lomax says he was Malcolm's friend, 
but there is nothing friendly, and much 
that is slanderous, in his treatment of 
Malcolm's alleged personal weaknesses. In 
the last period of his life, Lomax says, 

Malcolm was "confused," his "thoughts were 
in disarray," he was "obsessed" and "com
pulsively driven," and, to cap it all, "those 
who loved him felt he had cracked under 
the strain, that he was mentally ill." 

Lomax charges Malcolm with "public 
duplicity" because he preached Black Mus
lim "dogmas many of us knew that he pri
vately did not believe," and he promises 
to prove Malcolm "persisted in this behav
ior until the day of his death." 

But all he shows is that, as a Black 
Muslim minister, Malcolm abided by the 
discipline and defended the ideas of his 
organization, even after he began to have 
doubts about some of them, because that 
was the only way he could remain in the 
Nation of Islam and work to reform it 
into an organization capable ofleading the 
black liberation struggle. 

After he left the Black Muslims and was 
able to speak for himself, he had no reason 
to say things he was doubtful about or 
did not believe. Thereafter the things he 
said, whether right or wrong, and even 
though he may have changed his mind 
about them later, were the things he be
lieved, and nothing else. 

Lomax uses the anonymous and there
fore uncheckable "new-evidence" device 
throughout the book, sometimes with ludi
crous results. Thus, discussing the impor
tant turn Malcolm's thinking underwent 
after he left the Black Muslims, he says it 
is a question that has ''haunted students of 
Malcolm for four years." Now they need 
be haunted no more because, he says, "I 
have encountered a few people who are 
now willing to disclose more information 

Malcolm X 

than that which came to the fore imme
diately after the assassination. I believe 
I now know what happened to Malcolm X; 
I think I can detail the corner he was at
tempting to turn." 

His big revelation is that Malcolm began 
to move in the direction of socialism
something that has been well known since 
Malcolm X Speaks was published in 1965. 
Everything Lomax has to say on this is 
taken from the previously published liter
ature. The "few people" he has encountered 
and "those who were closely allied" with 
Malcolm do not add a single scrap of in
formation to what Malcolm himself said 
publicly in 1964-65. 

But Lomax then uses the "authority" of 
these "sources" to peddle unadulterated fic
tion. An example is his treatment of the 
alliances Malcolm sought and made during 
his two trips to Africa in 1964, aboutwhich 
he did not speak in public, and which he 
may not have discussed in detail with any 
American after he came home. 

According to Lomax, Malcolm went for 
help to the "Ben Bella-Nkrumah axis." He 
couldn't convince Ben Bella andNkrumah 
"that the American black man was ready 
for revolution," but they agreed to supply 
him with funds after he showed results in 
America. An unnamed "source" told Lomax 
that Malcolm developed "deep doubts" 
about these "backers" in his last weeks and 
"was on the verge of reneging on certain 
commitments he made in Africa." 

What were the commitments Malcolm al
legedly made and allegedly was about to 
renege on? Only one is given: that "Ben 
Bella and Nkrumah exacted" from Malcolm 
a commitment to "rally the American black 
man and bring pressure against the Amer
ican government to end its CIA activities 
in both Algeria and Ghana." 

There are many ridiculous things in the 
book, but this is probably the worst, and 
surely the biggest insult to the intelligence 
of the reader with any political knowledge 
at all. Because Malcolm was an intransi
gent opponent of CIA and State Depart
ment counterrevolutionary activity not 
only in Algeria and Ghana, buteverywhere 
in the world, and had been long before he 
ever saw Africa. A commitment to fight the 
CIA and State Department did not.have to 
be "exacted" from him any more than he 
had to be pressured to breathe in and out. 
He could no more think of "reneging" on 
his long and open opposition to the agen
cies of U. S. imperialism than he could 
think of renouncing his struggle for Afro
American freedom. The whole thing is such 
a cock-and-bull story that there is no reason 
to believe any part of it- just as there is 
no reason to believe any of the other gossip 
and guesses throughout the book that 
Lomax tries to palm off as "facts" and 
"new information." 

-George Breitman 

L.A. Chicanos 
in protest on 

cop brutality 
By Della Rossa 
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LOS ANGELES - "Who protects the 
people from the police?" This was the 
question on one of the picket signs as 
over a hundred Chicanos marched in front 
of East Los Angeles' Hollenbeck police 
station Nov. 19 to protest the brutal beat
ing by three policemen of 13-year-old Sal
vado Barba. 

On the night of Nov. 9, young Barba 
and Carlos Juarez, 16, were stopped by a 
uniformed policeman. It was 30 minutes 
after the 10 p.m. curfew, and Barba ran. 
The cop threw his two-foot club at him, 
knocking him to the ground. The 13-
year-old was then worked over so tho
roughly that he suffered a broken verte
bra and required 40 stitches in the head 
and nine in the groin. 

Barba's mother was told by the cops 
that the boy had fallen on some trash 
barrels. 

The demonstration on Nov. 19 was 
sponsored by the East Los Angeles Police 
Malpractices Center, which is affiliated with 
the American Civil Liberties Union. 

The mood of the demonstration was 
well expressed in the issue of the news
paper Inside Eastside distributed on the 
picket line: 

"Hollenbeck Station take notice: The Chi
cano community will not tolerate your 
abuses of our rights and will not tolerate 
your sadistic beatings of our people. For 
too long your domestic army has been 
subjecting us to unwarranted violence. 

"The people of ELA [East Los Angeles] 
are sure you've forgotten John Chavez, 
16 years old, who was shot through the 
head by Officer Abel Armas. We're sure 
you've forgotten Jess Dominguez who was 
recently beaten to a point that it was neces
sary for him to undergo brain surgery. 
We're sure you have forgotten Augustine 
Carrasco, who was kicked to death at the 
Hollenbeck Station. But ELA will not let 
you forget Salvado Barba. Ya Basta! 
[Enough!] 
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Photo by Della Rossa 

Mrs. Socorro Barba 

Memorial meeting 

for leo Huberman 

held 1n New York 
NEW YORK-A memorial meeting was 

held for Leo Huberman at the Community 
Church here Dec. 2. The meeting was 
chaired by James Aronson, former editor 
of the National Guardian. Steve Fischer, 
a writer and long-time friend of Huberman, 
and Paul Sweezy, Huberman's collabor
ator on Monthly Review, spoke. 

Huberman, co-editor with Sweezy of 
Monthly Review and for many years direc
tor of Monthly Review Press, died in Paris 
Nov. 8. 

The memorial meeting heard messages 
from many throughout the world, includ
ing Raul Roa, Cuban foreign minister; 
K. S. Karol, prominent British left-wing 
journalist; and playwright Lillian Hell
man. Plans were also announced for the 
establishment of a Leo Huberman Memo
rial Fund. 
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A report from 

Ocean Hill's 

1.5. 271 

By Alan Kellock 

(The author teaches Afro-American histo
ry at IS 271, Ocean Hill-Brownsville.) 

BROOKLYN, Dec. 4-The settlement of 
the third United Federation of Teachers' 
shutdown so far this year has once again 
included be forcible imposition of unwant
ed teachen ,~pon the Ocean Hill-Browns
ville community. 

The position of the elected governing 
board of the community remained basically 
the same- they would unwillingly accept 
the 79 unwanted teachers back and give 
them classro•>m assignments. However, the 
governing board stated that it would resist 
several new humiliations, including the sus
pension of three of its eight principals in 
the district and four of its most effective 
black teachers at Intermediate School271. 

The UFT had ostensibly objected to the 
principals because they had not been ap
pointed from the civil-service list (a recent 
court ruling upholding the UFT contention 
is now under appeal). Suspension of the 
four black teachers was also intended to 
appease the union brass, even though these 
teachers had not yet had the opportunity 
to answer charges of ''harassment" at their 
upcoming trials. (One teacher has since 
been reinstated for lack of evidence.) 

Photo by Shannon 

"LAW AND ORDER." Cops abounded at I. S. 271 in Ocean Hill-Brownsville as unwanted teachers were 
returned after citywide racist walkout. But the reimposed teachers quickly declared the school "ull8afe" 
and walked out again. State authorities obligingly shut it down. 

When the UFT teachers returned on Nov. 
19 to IS 271, long the major battleground 
in the struggle between this black commu
nity and the racist policies of UFT presi
dent Albert Shanker, each was given full 
classroom assignments. This was a major 
concession for the local administration to 
make, since it involved the removal of some 
community-hired teachers from part or all 
of their programs. 

In spite of compliance at 271 stemming 
from UFT teacher reinstatement and there
straint exercised by community-hired 
teachers, tensions began to soar. On the 
second day, the UFT leader at271,proba
bly the most despised individual of the 
reinstated 79, injured a 7th grade student's 
thumb following the youngster's denuncia
tion of the UFT's racist policy. From this 
point until the school's closure by the state 
on Dec. 2, the precarious stability at 271 
steadily deteriorated. 

What the media has consistently failed to 
clarify is that the students themselves have 
not accepted the return of these teachers. 
They refuse to accept the conditions which 
their parents and community teachers have 
been forced to comply with. Shanker has, 
of course, asserted that the youngsters have 
been "specially trained" to disrupt classes 
taught by these unwanted, hostile teachers. 

But the students need no prodding to be 

embittered. They remember that these teach
ers walked out on them for six weeks last 
spring. They have watched thousands of 
police attempt to reimpose those teachers 
several times this fall, with all the attendant 
excesses that occupation forces commit in 
America's black communities. 

And now, after two months of what was 
probably the first meaningful education in 
their lives, many students have lost those 
community teachers with whom they had 
established much rapport only to be con
fronted in their classrooms with these cal
lous "talking faces" of the old era. 

On Dec. 2, the UFT teachers instructed 
their classes to pour into the hallways in 
the middle of a class period, and then they 
walked out of the school. This calculated 
(and illegal) act of disruption was then 
justified on the grounds that the hallways 
lacked adequate supervision and were, 
therefore, unsafe! Two hours later the state 
closed the school indefinitely for lack of 
adequate supervision. 

One 8th grade class insisted on telling 
the teacher what they thought of him and 
of the issues in the struggle. He stood in 
the doorway with arms folded and a smirk
ing face. "I don't care if you keep this up 
all year- I'll just keep collecting my pay
check until June." The students vowed to 
call his bluff. 

The high cost 

of racism 
The need for black and Puerto 

Rican community control of their 
schools was dramatically underlined 
by a full-page ad in the Dec. 2 New 
York Times. An urgent plea for 
school decentralization by the very 
respectable Urban Coalition, the ad 
included these facts about the price 
of racism in the New York schools: 

• Eighty-five percent of the chil
dren in Harlem are a year behind 
in their reading. 

• Eighty percent of black and 
Puerto Rican high-school students 
drop out before graduating. 

e Of those students that graduate 
less than 25 percent go to college. 
(That's an average figure for whites 
and nonwhites. And, by comparison, 
in wealthy Scarsdale, 99 percent go 
on to college.) 

79 miners dead; gov't. plans 'hearing' 

• Less than two percent of the 
high-school graduates in East Har
lem get an academic diploma- a 
basic college requirement. 

On Saturday, Nov. 9, amid the rumble 
of crashing rocks, the clang of steel plate, 
and the roar of cement mixers, 78 miners 
were entombed in the Consolidated Coal 
Company's Consol No.9 mine near James 
Fork, W.Va. 

Soon a new plaque will join an older 
one in Mannington, W. Va., to comme
morate the new dead miners. And the 
survivors of the men will mourn in si
lence, a silence which is filled with bitter
ness and anger. 

Ever since the railroads made possible 
the opening of the great coal fields in 
Appalachia, mine disasters have struck 
with terrible frequency. It took the worst 
disaster in history-in 1907-which kill
ed approximately 362 men (no records 
were kept then of who was underground 
on shifts) to bring the Bureau of Mines 
into existence. But that bureau was like 
an old hound dog which had lost all its 
teeth. The only power of investigation it 
had was with the consent of the mine 
owner! During the next 34 years there 
were 295 mine explosions, killing 7,301 
miners. 

In 1941, the Coal Safety Act was 
amended- but again the old dog was left 
toothless. While the bureau won the right 
to inspect mines, it had no power to enforce 
its findings. Publicity was the only avenue 
the bureau had, and while reams of press 
releases streamed from the department the 
press gave them scant heed. 

The coal industry kept a powerful lobby 
in Washington, which together with the 
coal-state legislators- all of them scream
ing "states rights"- kept the bureau a mere 
fact-finding department. 

The Notional 
Picketline 

Then came two Central Illinois di
sasters -Centralia No. 5 in 1947, where 
111 miners lost their lives, and Orient 
No. 2 at West Frankfort, where in 1951 
coal dust and methane gas stole life from 
another 119 men. 

The shock and horror of the whole na
tion focused attention on the need for a 
federal safety act with a few teeth. In 1952 
such a law was passed. (Two weeks before 
the Consol No. 9 disaster, federal mine 
inspectors had cited the Consolidated Coal 
Company of Pittsburgh for safety viola
tions, including piles of coal dust, but the 
company ignored the citation.) 

Since the 1952 Federal Coal Safety Act 
was passed 16 years ago, there have been 
only four explosion-free years. The death 
toll during those 16 years has been 376 
dead and hundreds of others injured and 
disabled. 

Now has come this latest tragedy. Still 
the government has done nothing except 
announce, through Secretary of Interior 
Udall, that still another ''hearing" has been 
called for Dec. 12. 

* * * 
A classic example of how at least one 

union bureaucracy deals with a rebelling 
local union is the story of what happened 
to Communications Workers of America 
Local 1174, Southampton, New York, 

when it went on a "wildcat" strike to settle 
16 basic grievances against the Interna
tional Telephone and Telegraph World 
Communications Corp. recently. The local 
had the active support of a sister local 
(1172) in New York City and had the 
corporation tied up "from Broad Street 
to Montauk Point ... with the possibility 
that the strike would spread to the West 
Coast and Puerto Rico." Then the inter
national office of CW A sent its representa
tive to a secret meeting with ITT World 
Communications. In this meeting the fol
lowing agreement was arrived at: 

e Everyone back to work. 
e Disciplinary action may be proposed 

by the company against employees within 
14 days. 

e The proposed disciplinary action to 
be submitted to an arbitrator whose de
cision would be final. 

e Negotiations to resolve the outstand
ing grievances to take place upon the 
members returning to work. 

Only then were the leaders of the strike 
called in. When they rejected the so-called 
agreement they were told bluntly by the 
CWA representative that unless they did 
accept it, he would order Local 11.72, 
the supporting local, to cross the picket 
lines the next morning. 

In a newsletter addressed by the striking 
local to all its members and the members 
of Local 1172, the full story is told. But 
the summary is most important. The Local 
leaders, it says, "now realized that the CWA 
was determined to break our strike. We 
were not only fighting a giant corpora
tion but our own union as well . . . " 

-Marvel Scholl 

Hunter College 

Gl teach-in to 

hear notables 
NEW YORK - A GI teach-in and rally 

has been slated for Hunter College on 
Wed., Dec. 18, at 8 p.m. It is sponsored 
by LINK, the GI Civil Liberties Defense 
Committee and the Hunter College Com
mittee to End the War in Vietnam. 

Active-duty G Is will be the featured speak
ers. Other speakers include: Donald Dun
can, ex-Green Beret sergeant; Prof. Howard 
Zinn, author of The Logic of Withdrawal; 
Sandra Levinson, New York editor of 
Ramparts; folksinger Barbara Dane; Prof. 
Marvin Gettleman, author of Vietnam; 
and Matilde Zimmerman, national secre
tary of the GI Civil Liberties Defense Com
mittee. 

Also present will be veterans of the war. 
Eric Bentley's DMZ Political Cabaret-a 
satirical group -will perform. 

LINK is a new antiwar group oriented 
toward Gls with headquarters at the Na
tional Committee for a Sane Nuclear Poli
cy office in New York. Hunter College is 
at Park Ave. and 68th St. in New York 
City. 

For the person who has noth
ing, how about a sub to The 
Militant? 
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S.F. community 
backs students 

• aga1nst cops 
By Paul McKnight 

SAN FRANCISCO, Dec. 4-The Black 
Student Union-initiated strike at San Fran
cisco State College reached a new stage 
today when the entire spectrum of the 
leadership of the black community here 
responded to brutal police attacks on the 
students by throwing their weight behind 
the strikers. 

At a noon rally today, representatives 
of black organizations ranging from the 
Black Panther Party to CORE and in
cluding black ministers and black Demo
cratic Party politicians pledged their ac
tive support to the strike until all the 
demands are met. 

Publisher Carlton Goodlett, who is a 
moderate voice in San Francisco's black 
community, pledged that these leaders 
would be on campus every day as long as 
necessary to protect the students from po
lice violence. And if this was not enough, 
they would form an armed defense guard 
to "protect our young people from the 
violence of the police." 

This development came in the wake of 
a particularly vicious police attack on the 

lJl1Lt~Tl~.·············~~~·~~~~~~~~~' Dee.···· 5•-.-··i'ive·•· .l:!nsl~ad$./ q~ Pf.!Pple 
from the black oommunity ~me to 
the s. F. Stf:l•e c~1llP\l~it~4ay- to back 
the students .. • There was a new pplice 
attack with Mace and clubs. About 
~0 .• were arreste(i including .. ql~(!}c 
publisher Carleton Goodlett, ca~pu~ 
chaplain· .• Jerry·.· Peqer$Wl~.· ~1£1'* fa~ 
cultf m~mber ])r. Nafhan H£lreand 
Carleton .. Goodlett .. ·Jr. 

striking students yesterday. Early yester
day morning a squad of cops attacked 
a peaceful student picket line and broke 
it up, chasing the students all over the 
campus and beating those they caught. 

Later in the day another attempt at 
using police violence to break the strike was 
made. A demonstration of striking stu
dents was attacked by a large force of 
cops. This time the student defended them
selves with rocks, bottles and table legs. 
A barricade was built with tables from 
the cafeteria. Club-happy Tactical Police on San Francisco State campus 

Many students suffered serious injuries 
at the hands of the cops, and about 30 
were arrested on charges ranging from 
inciting to riot to felonious assault and 
attempted murder. Two members of the 
Young Socialist Alliance were among those 
arrested. 

The high court's racist record 
This massive police violence sent shock 

waves throughout the Bay Area, and the 
reaction to it has just begun. Its first 
result was to galvanize the black commu
nity into active support of the strike. Four 
thousand students heard the black com
munity leaders at a noon rally today 
and then staged a massive march around 
the campus despite the presence of 600 
riot-equipped cops on the campus. 
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By Elizabeth Barnes 

Ever since NAACP attorney Lewis M. 
Steel wrote an article for the Oct. 13 New 
Y ark Times Magazine attacking the U. S. 
Supreme Court as an upholder of white 
supremacy, the NAACP has been in a 
state of crisis. On Oct. 14, the day after 
the article appeared, the NAACP board 
of directors dismissed Steel from his posi
tion, precipitating a deep split in the orga
nization's apparatus and the resignation 
of the entire NAACP legal and clerical staff. 

After reading various news stories about· 
the turmoil it created, I went back to 
Steel's article, which is entitled, "Nine Men 
in Black Who Think White." 

The article reflects the general outlook 
of its author, who is a pro-McCarthy 
liberal, and it is therefore quite limited 
when compared to the ideas coming out 
of more militant sectors of the movement. 
But I was impressed with the number of 
useful facts which Steel marshals to break 
down many of the common myths con
cerning the role of the Court. 

The article provides a decision-by
decision documentation of Steel's thesis, 
which is that the Supreme Court has "not 
departed from the American tradition of 
treating Negroes as second-class citizens." 

Steel attacks the popular belief that it 
was the 1954 Supreme Court decision 
which awakened the nation to what he 
calls "its civil rights responsibilities." The 
famous desegregation decision came, he 
says, not as a result of the Court's dedi
cation to the rights of black people, but 
because of the ''heightened expectations" 
of black people after the second world war. 
It was this, he says, along with the fear 
that America's segregation system would 
damage its standing among the newly 
emerging nations, which caused the Court 

to move. When seen in the light of these 
pre-1954 shifts in attitude, Steel says, "the 
school desegregation case did little more 
than bring the Court up to date." 

A year after the 1954 decision, the Court 
helped to cancel out its previous action with 
its notorious ruling that the schools did 
not have to be desegregated immediately, 
but "with all deliberate speed." Never in 
the history of the Supreme Court has the 
implementation of a constitutional right 
been so delayed or the determination of 
it put into such vague terms, Steel asserts. 

According to Steel, the Court has struck 
down only a few of the "symbols" of 
racism while condoning or overlooking 
the ingrained practices which have meant 
the survival of white supremacy. He points 
out that this has had the negative effect 
of allowing "a confused, miseducated and 
prejudiced white public" to believe that black 
people have been given their full rights. 

Steel says that many defenders of the 
Court can point to the issue of housing 
when seeking a pattern of "procivil rights" 
decisions. But even this pattern fades when 
viewed critically. In the first place, he ex
plains, few black families can afford the 
expensive legal procedures and time re
quired to assure equal access to adequate 
housing. In addition, Steel says, when 
black people have banded together to work 
for better housing they have been thwarted 
by the high Court. In one instance, the 
Court refused to hear a suit by a black 
neighborhood group in Chicago opposing 
the use of urban renewal funds to create 
a "no-Negro buffer zone" around a white 
shopping center. In this case government 
funds were being used to destroy adequate 
existing black housing, which was to be 
replaced with predominantly white, 
middle-class housing. 

Although Steel never mentions the 
NAACP in the article, facts such as these 
certainly undermine the traditional NAACP 
orientation toward "gradual progress" 
through legislation and the courts. It is 
not surprising that the article has helped 
bring to the surface many of the tensions 
within the NAACP between the supporters 
of this old approach and those who are 
breaking away from it. 

Harlem 6 win 

a new trial 
NEW YORK - The "Harlem Six" won 

a victory in court Nov. 27 when the court 
of appeals reversed the first-degree murder 
convictions of the six men who were framed 
and sentenced to life imprisonment three 
years ago for the murder of a Harlem 
used-clothing store owner. 

In a four-to-three decision, the court 
ordered new trials for the six, all of whom 
were teenagers at the time of the murder 
in 1964. The reversal was based on the fact 
that "confessions" were obtained and used 
at the trial in violation of the defendants' 
constitutional rights. 

The victory comes after many years of 
efforts by Harlem citizens and others in 
defense of the young men, who were rail
roaded in a witch-hunt atmosphere. They 
were charged with being members of a 
non-existent, press-created "Blood Bro
thers" gang allegedly devoted to killing 
whites. A group called the Charter Group 
for a Pledge of Conscience has been active 
in carrying on the defense, and some 3, 000 
individuals signed a petition authored by 
James Baldwin asking for a fair trial. 
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Background information on t 
The Nov. 16 issue of the Belgian so

cialist weekly La Gauche published ex
tensive excerpts from a document which 
helps illuminate the tragic events in Ni
geria. It has been translated into English 
by Intercontinental Press. We present it 
here for the information of our readers. 

La Gauche says that the document is 
based on a study made by Peter Brandt 
which appeared in the German socialist 
journal Was Tun (What Is To Be Done?), 
edited by Lothar Boepple, Peter Brandt, 
Rudi Dutschke and others. The document 
was written by a student group in Lausan
ne, Switzerland, named "Jeunesses Progres
sistes" (Young Progressives). 

Among other points La Gauche states 
that it disagrees with the conclusions 
reached by Jeunesses Progressistes that 
revolutionists should come out on the side 
of Biafra. 

"The war in Nigeria," declares La Gauche, 
"cannot bring the Nigerians closer to so
cialism. Thus one should do everything 
possible to stop it immediately. It is not 
necessary to choose between the imperial
isms clashing with each other through 
foil13. Consequently both the Soviet policy 
of supporting the 'national' bourgeoisie 
of Nigeria and the Chinese policy of sup
porting the 'anti-American' camp of Co
lonel Ojukwu must be condemned. . . . 

"Contrary to the conclusions of the 
authors of the study below, we do not say 
that it is sufficient to denounce the 'ob
jectives' of French imperialism, and having 
made this qualification, to support the 
Biafran struggle. Any aid (we mean mili
tary aid) given to Biafra signifies escalat
ing the aid to the other. side and vice versa. 
All aid to the belligerents adds to the 
massacre that has already taken place and 
postpones still further Nigeria's genuine 
independence from colonialism. n 

Anyone who wants to analyze the Ni
geria-Biafra conflict finds himself con
fronted with great difficulties. The current 
literature on this subject is highly in
adequate and deals almost solely with the 
course of the war. We think, however, that 
the left's somewhat painful silence on this 
matter must finally be broken. 

Although in view of these circumstances 
any article on the Nigeria-Biafra conflict 
must necessarily remain unsatisfactory, we 
want to try to give a few guidelines, real 
ones, on this problem. 

Nigeria- A Product of Colonialism 

In 1861 the English imperialists occu
pied Lagos and took possession of the 
southern part of the present Nigeria. After 
the establishment of a protectorate over the 
northern regions in 1914, they unified all 
of the contiguous British territory as the 
"Colony and Protectorate of Nigeria." Like 
all the boundaries of the colonial period, 
these did not take into consideration any 
ethnic or cultural realities whatever. 

From that time on 250 tribes have been 
included in the territory of Nigeria. Today 
they number between 55,000,000 and 60, 
000,000 human beings. The great majo
rity of the population is accounted for by 
the four main tribes- the IsJ amic Hausas 
and Fulanis in the North, and the pre
dominantly Christian Yorubas and Ibos 
in the South and East respectively. The 

Hausas and the Yorubas claim an origin 
dating back to the emergence of the legen
dary medieval kingdoms. 

To establish its control over all of Ni
geria, British imperialism used the Ibos, 
who were enlisted in its administrative 
services. This people had never organized 
beyond the level of village communities, 
which turned out to be an advantage for 
the imperialists since this atomized social 
organization was not difficult to break 
down. And so the members of the Ibo 
tribe spread throughout the country to form 
the majority of the big merchants, mili
tary officers, clerks, doctors, lawyers, and 
other professions. 

As a consequence of this development, 
a Nigerian nationalism emerged whose 
bearers were the Ibo national bourgeoisie 
and petty bourgeoisie. Its clearest expres
sion was the founding in 1944 of the 
National Council of Nigeria and the Came
roons [NCNC]. The oligarchies of the 
other tribes reacted by creating their own 
parties. The Yoruba bourgeoisie formed 
the Action Group [AG] and the Hausa 
aristocracy the Northern People's Con
gress. [NPC]. Even after the declaration 
of independence on Oct. 1, 1962, Nigeria's 
highly touted "parliamentary democracy" 
consisted in reality of wheeling and dealing 
among the three most important tribal 
oligarchies, since the parties that emerged 
on the electoral arena remained purely 
tribal organizations. 

The British method of governing accord
ing to the dictum of "divide and rule" con-

Lt. Col. Odumegwu Ojukwu 

sisted of preventing any of the three prin
cipal tribes (the Hausas and Fulanis are 
ethnically related and live under similar 
social structures), or rather any of their 
ruling strata from becoming too powerful. 
The feudal structures predominant in the 
North proved to be pillars of colonial 
domination since the feudal lords were 
ready to recognize the authority of the 
British Empire, at least as long as its power 
went unchallenged. 

Even under the independent regime, no-
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thing changed in regard to the colonial 
character of the Nigerian economy. Ex
ports still consisted of agricultural and 
industrial raw materials shipped to the 
imperialist countries- primarily Great Bri
tain- at prices showing an altogether too 
constant tendency to decline. 

The 1967 Fisher Weltalmanach shows 
that exactly two-fifths of these exports con
sisted of coconuts, palm oil, and peanuts, 
and one-sixth cacao. Some years ago iso
lated manufacturing industries appeared 
(textile and cement factories, etc.) which, 
as in the other underdeveloped countries, 
do not serve the needs of the national 
economy but those of the exploiting im
perialist trusts. Even quantitatively this 
timid partial industrialization changed no
thing in the neocolonial structures. 

Role of the National Bourgeoisie 

Despite all this, Southern Nigeria was 
and remains, in African terms, a socially 
and economically highly developed 
country. The number of college graduates 
and trained administrators is higher than 
in any other state in black Africa. Illi
teracy has been practically eliminated in 
the South (in the North on the other hand 
in 1959 only eight percent of the children 
went to school ... ) 

The historical tasks to be achieved in 
Nigeria were certainly those belonging to 
the bourgeois democratic revolution- na
tional reform and the expulsion of impe
rialism in order to create an internal market 
and industrialization in all its forms. The 
precondition for this would have been the 
liquidation of all tribal traditions and the 
elimination of the feudal vestiges, that is 
the overthrow of the emir in the northern 
part of the country. 

To carry out this gigantic revolution, 
a social force comparable to the Western 
bourgeoisie would have been necessary, 
that bourgeoisie which in the course of 
the struggles of the sixteenth, seventeenth, 
eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries dis
placed the nobility and the monarchy and 
established its own rule. 

But it was already shown in Czarist 
Russia that in a country where the national 
bourgeoisie is very weak numerically, and 
allied with imperialism and the medieval 
vestiges against the masses of the people, 
capitalist industrialization through bour
geois revolution is impossible. 

The weakness of the national bourgeoisie 
is due primarily to the fact that in the last 
decades of the nineteenth century im
perialism took possession of all the under
developed agricultural regions and utilized 
them as a source of raw materials and as 
ready markets. If any industry was created, 
it remained in the possession of foreign 
trusts. Moreover, investment in industrial 
projects returns less profit in the short 
run than investment in the unproductive 
sectors (the building industry, recreation) 
and in land. Also the bourgeoisie of the 
underdeveloped countries has a parasitic 
psychology and is incapable of restricting 
its consumption as the European bour
geoisie did in its time. 

Since the Russian Revolution, the inca
pacity of the colonial bourgeoisie to achieve 
the tasks of the bourgeois revolution has 
been confirmed again and again. These 
tasks can only be accomplished when the 
revolution develops into a socialist revo
lution (let us compare India as an example 
of the first instance and China as an ex
ample of the second). 

Naturally, in view of the incredibly low 
level of development of the productive forces 
in Nigeria as compared to Asia or Latin 
America, the Nigerian bourgeoisie was 
still less able to assume the historical tasks 
we have described. And this was all the 
more true because there was not even an 
embryonic "Nigerian nation." 

Around 1962, the contradictions among 
the three oligarchies, which had been ad
roitly camouflaged by the colonial power, 
flared violently into the open. At the time 
of the 1962 census which was to serve 
as the basis for the next elections, the 
Yoruba oligarchy, opposed to the coali
tion between the NPC (the North) and the 
NCNC (the East), made an alliance with 
the Ibo bourgeoisie against the Hausa 
aristocracy. 

Electoral frauds on both sides, terror 
against the Ibo candidates, and the re
sulting boycott of the elections by the Ibos 
reduced the vote to a pure farce which 

The Biafra battle lines as estimated by the N 

supplementary elections could not make 
good. 

At the time of the following regional 
elections in the West, similar conflicts broke 
out, bordering on civil war. The great 
hope of Western democracy threatened to 
collapse. 

The Coup d'Etat and It~ Consequences 

To change this situation, on January 
15, 1966, a group of young nationalist 
Ibo officers decided to act. They were 
motivated by the desire to eliminate corrup
tion, using the army to enforce order. They 
wanted to break the domination of the 
North, put an end to the anarchy, andes
tablish a centralized state. The political 
leaders of the old regime- who came pri
marily from the North-wereassassinated 
by the putschists. The leaders of the East 
and Middle West who had risen to power 
in 1963 managed to escape. 

Major General Johnson Aguyi-Ironsi
also an Ibo -remained loyal and had the 
putschist officers seized. Fearing a civil 
war, he maintained the federalist orga
nization of the country and appointed in
digenous military governors to head each 
region. Nepotism and corruption again 
spread and a series of key posts became 
exclusively reserved for Ibos. 

Then Ironsi himself took over the plan 
of the putschists to destroy the federal 
system. This measure, conflicting with the 
type of economic development occurring 
in the country, amounted to a first step 
in the direction of a bourgeois revolution 
and could not be accomplished without 
a war against the North, where the power 
of the emir remained intact. 

The population had looked with sym
pathy on the coup d'etat that brought Iron
si to power. However, the oligarchies
above all that of the North- succeeded 
in converting the old tribal quarrels into 
propaganda against the Ibo government. 
But even the Ibo bourgeoisie was not 
inclined to follow Ironsi's policy. ''Many 
Ibos showed little desire to share with 
others the profits which the natural wealth 
of their land brought them." (Neue Zueri
cher Zeitung.) 

This was a concrete illustration of what 
we have said about the national bour
geoisie. The attitude of the Ibo bourgeoisie 
virtually sealed the fate of the petty
bourgeois national officers operating with
out a social base. And the bold move 
of proclaiming a united republic could 
not save the Ironsi regime. 

At the end of May the first pogroms 
against the Ibos broke out in the North, 
taking a thousand lives. On July 29, North
ern troops revolted and Ironsi was shot. 
Colonel Gowon, a Northerner, but not 
of either the Hausa or Fulani tribes, took 
power. 

Among the first things he did was to 
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n the Nig • er1a Biafra war -

!Stimated by the New York Times last fall. 

release the profes~ional politicians impris
oned at the time of the civilian regime. 
They have proved invaluable to him ever 
since. Go won immediately came out against 
a united state. He promised to form a 
civilian government. Structural changes 
in the country were to be made only with 
the approval of the population, that is, of 
the three oligarchies. 

The military commander of the Eastern 
region, Colonel Ojukwu, the son of a rich 
Ibo merchant and, as such, a good rep
resentative of the native bourgeoisie, im
mediately refused to recognize Gowon. 
In the negotiations among the four regions 
beginning Sept. 12, the representative of 
the West proposed dividing the country 

Washln<gtor. 
backing·· ... lagos? 

The following are excerpts 
from a Nov. 27 New York 
Times dispatch by ]3enjamfrt 
Welles, "Biafra Study Unitls 
Set Up By U.S. " 

WASHINGTON,Nov. 26-
:Under SecretaryofStateNicho7 
las deB. Katzenbach, at the 
suggestion of the White House 
has formed an emergencytask 
force on Biafra in the State 
Department . . . 

It is said to reflect a growing 
belief in high Government cir
cles that officials both in the 
United States Embassy in 
Lagos, the · .. ·. ~i~eri~ti ~ederal 
capita.l, . and in the >§tate J)~ 
partment's ·Bureau qf. Mricap. 
Affairs. are committedbothpro~ 
fessionally and emotionally to 
a quick victory bythe Nigerh'ln 
Government as the only true 
solution to Biafran starvation. 

These officials are said to see 
little· useful purpose· •in deliber*' 
ately ·risking· the displeasure 
of the Nigerian Government~ 
and .United States influence at 
a time··.whel1•Sovietinfluenee·jn 
Nigeria is grow'ing,-,.by. too 
greatan· .. involvement, ... even t.;> 
aid starving civilians, in.•a ·~re;. 
bellious" territory, 

into a large number of federated states. 
This plan, which was accepted by the rep
resentatives of the North and the Middle 
West, seemed directed solely against the all
powerful North. Neither the feudal struc
tures nor the feudal dismemberment were 
eliminated by this measure. 

The Ibo bourgeoisie, however, saw 
another maneuver in this step. The coun
try's increasingly important oil fields are in 
the East but in an area inhabited pre
dominantly by members of non-Ibo tribes. 
There are five million Efiks, Ibibis, Ekois, 
and !jaws as against seven million Ibos 
in the center of the East. The giant British 
Petroleum- Shell Oil trust controls the ex
ploitation of these fields, paying taxes to 
the Lagos government for this right. The 
tax helps line the pockets of the ruling 
clique. Probably the Ibo bourgeoisie 
wanted to secure this source of profit for 
itself without having to share it with the 
other oligarchies. It seemed to them that 
this aim was endangered. 

The Role of the Imperialists 

That British imperialism bears the his
toric responsibility for this butchery is 
clear. In addition it bears the major re
sponsibility for the current situation. 

The British Petroleum-Shell group has 
invested more than 200,000,000 pounds 
sterling in Nigeria. In 1966, 20,500,000 
tons of oil was pumped in Nigeria, 67 
percent of it in the East and the rest in 
the Middle West. However, even the oil 
from the Middle West is exported by pipe
line through the oil ports in the East. 

On July 12, 1967 Ojukwu threatened 
to nationalize the oil if the payments coming 
due were not met. The arrest of the general 
manager of British Petroleum-Shell by Bia
fran troops drew a protest from inter
national financial circles and their press. 

In response to the early Biafran 
successes, British imperialism, represented 
by its "socialist" government, began to 
send massive aid to the central govern
ment. Not only did it send arms, DCAs, 
mortars, and tanks but English officers 
took part both directly and indirectly in 
the war. 

On the contending side, Biafra received 
aid from French imperialism. In 1962 
the oil corporation SAFRAP, a subsidiary 
of the nationalized French combine ERAP, 
acquired drilling rights over a 25,000-
square-kilometer area. The Michelin trust 
is building a tire factory. French com
panies are establishing branches. 

On Aug. 9, the photocopy of a document 
supposedly signed by Ojukwu was shown 
to the press in Lagos. It ceded all rights 
to exploit the Biafran underground re
sources, both minerals and coal, to a 
French bank for ten years in return for 
payment to the ENUGU [Biafra] govern
ment of about 80,000,000 francs [5francs= 
US $1] in currency. The agreement did 
not include the resources in petroleum 
and natural gas in the region. 

While still tentative, the alliance of the 
Ibo bourgeoisie with French imperialism 
seems only logical. In fact, if Biafra sur
vives, the French trusts will certainly be 
able to profit from the anti-British hatred 
of the bourgeoisie and the population. 

The aid to Biafra from Portugal, Spain, 
Southern Rhodesia, and South Africa, often 
pointed to by supporters of Nigeria, 
amounts simply to these governments in
dicating sympathy for the secession in 
the hope that they will be strengthened by 
any weakening of the black African states. 
Portugal provides airplanes to Biafra and 
additional "aid" is offered by some traders 
from these countries, since Biafra can only 
obtain certain products by this means. 

Up to now the Biafran army's equip
ment has consisted of material bought 
from European arms dealers, dating often 
from the second world war. Since France 
openly took Biafra's side by recognizing 
its government, "French military planes 
have been flying in arms and muni
tions by night ... " (Der Spiegel, Aug. 19, 
1968 ). An additional significant fact is 
that two of the three African states which 
have recognized Biafra are in the French 
sphere of influence- Gabon and the Ivory 
Coast (the third is Tanzania). White mer
cenaries are fighting on both sides, but no 
one has checked into this seriously. 

The Soviet Union's Role 

Even before the intervention of British 

imperialism, the central government re
ceived aid from another source. The So
viet Union and Czechoslovakia (which 
pulled back under the Dubcek government) 
delivered arms of all sorts as well as 
bombers piloted by Egyptians. 

This involvment was justified on the 
grounds that Biafra was supported by 
U.S. imperialism. Up to now there has 
not been the slightest proof to support 
this claim. To the contrary, according 
to Biafran reports, the USA is delivering 
arms to the central government. U.S. gre
nades have been captured by Biafran 
troops. 

These accounts were confirmed by Under
secretary of State for African Affairs Jo
seph Palmer, as reported by Stimme Afri
kas, when he made a statement against 
the Biafran secession (according to Bia-

Maj. Gen. Yakubu Gowon 

fra Information). But aside from this, 
even American aid to Ojukwu would not 
change the fact that the interests of the 
oil trusts determined the British govern
ment's aid to Nigeria. 

We are forced to state that the Soviet 
Union is backing a war in conjunction 
with the imperialists. Nigeria offers another 
striking example of Soviet policy in the 
Third World. In order to establish purely 
diplomatic ties with the colonial bour
geoisie, the Soviet Union cooperates with 
reactionary states. 

There are numerous examples of this 
sort from the Latin American dictator
ships to the absolute monarchies of Africa 
and the Shah of Iran to the Indian "demo
cracy." Any regime which takes a neutral 
position militarily and diplomatically and 
votes with the Soviet Union in the UN 
from thne to time stands in the good graces 
of the Kremlin bureaucracy. 

Revolutionary struggle against the oli
garchies thus is of no interest to the Kremlin, 
and if it were it would only be with an 
eye to a possible diplomatic link. Naturally 
Soviet support to the emir of Northern 
Nigeria has not made him any more 
progressive. 

Biafra and the Right of Peoples to Self
Determination 

The imperialist rivals are engaging in 
a savage contest on Biafran soil, although 
it must be noted, to modify this formula 
somewhat, that the Gowon clique's de
pendence on British imperialism is much 
greater than that of the Ojukwu clique 
on French imperialism. 

The oligarchies of the three main tribes 
have proved themselves incapable of of
fering even the beginning of a solution 
to the problems raised. Theory de
clares- and this holds true for all the 
countries of the Third World- that it re
mains up to the working class, which 
though numerically weak constitutes a dy
namic force, to rally the popular masses 
against the oligarchies. 

The level of development of the pro
ductive forces has produced a working 
class in Nigeria larger than in most of 
the African states (340,000 in 1959) and 
about 10 percent of it is organized in 
unions. The left is stronger in Nigeria 
than elsewhere; but it was not yet strong 
enough. When the conflicts broke out, the 

left was shattered by the pull of the [bour
geois] parties, rallying to the central gov
ernment, while the Biafran left backed 
up Ojukwu. 

Tribal conflicts have proved tempora
rily to be an insurmountable obstacle to 
an awakening of the Nigerian and Bia
fran masses. 

This apparently insoluble situation- a 
bourgeoisie which is no longer capable 
of acting effectively and a proletariat not 
yet capable of doing so- absolves the 
revolutionary forces from having to take 
sides in this muderous war. Abstractly, two 
apparently contradictory observations can 
be made from a Marxist point of view: 

1) Lenin formulated the maxim for the 
imperialist epoch of the right of peoples 
to self-determination. And this right ex
plicitly entails the freedom of secession. 
Naturally, the interests of the world revo
lution take precedence if they come in 
conflict with this right in any concrete 
case. 

2) From the economic point of view, 
large areas offer a better chance for capi
tal accumulation than small ones. Parti
cularly in the underdeveloped countries 
exploited by imperialism every new divi
sion prolongs capitalist domination. 

Our article has tried to make it clear 
that Nigeria is not governed by a pro
gressive bourgeoisie struggling against a 
backward tribal rebellion incited by U.S. 
imperialism, as Soviet propaganda claims. 
The example of Nigeria shows precisely 
the following: It is not enough to create 
a large state. An internal market must be 
created. This requires a bourgeois 
democratic revolution which can win victo
ry under the conditions of imperialism 
only if it grows over into a proletarian 
socialist revolution. 

Revolutionists obviously have no busi
ness trying to arouse a desire in peoples, 
to say nothing of tribes, to create a state 
of their own if these peoples will have 
nothing to do with it. But when a people 
opts for this road, socialists must respect 
and support the decision. 

The great majority of Ibos have clearly 
followed their bourgeoisie on the road of 
independence. Otherwise, the determined 
resistance against the central government's 
troops could not be explained. The cre
ation of Biafra was, at least for the Ibo 
masses who supported it, a reaction to the 
massacres in the North and the flood of 
refugees. 

For the moment, Biafra's struggle 
against Nigeria must be characterized as 
a defensive action. There is no working 
class in either Nigeria or Biafra capable 
of preparing the way for a solution to the 
problem by siding in solidarity with one 
or the other. 

No one then can demand of the Ibos 
that they Jet themselves be exterminated 
by Adekunle's troops. A peace not recog
nizing the independence of Biafra could 
only paper over the national conflicts 
which would break out again in the long 
run. 

The Ojukwu regime also bears evident 
features of neocolonialism- and French 
imperialism is no better than English im
perialism. But it is only in an independent 
Biafra that the Ibo bourgeoisie can elimi
nate all the contradictions of the tribal 
quarrels. 

It is only along this path that the Ni
gerian and Biafran workers can recover 
from their destructive defeat and take up 
the struggle for real national and social 
liberation- for the overthrow of the na
tional bourgeoisie and the feudal aristo
cracy, for the dictatorship of the prole
tariat supported by the peasants and cer
tain sectors of the petty bourgeoisie, and 
for the unification of all the Sudanese 
states on a socialist basis. 

The duty of all the international revo
lutionary movements must be to bring 
the most resolute pressure to bear on 
the Soviet Union to suspend its arms 
deliveries and to expose the objectives 
of French imperialism. With all these re
strictions, there is no other alternative 
for us but to support Biafra 's struggle 
to the death. However, parallel to this, 
we must also recognize the justice of the 
aspirations of the national minorities on 
Biafran territory which we must battle 
to realize. 

October 17, 1968 
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By Harry Ring 

The eighth national Young Socialist Alli
ance convention held in Chicago Thanks
giving weekend marked a new stage in the 
revolutionary socialist youth movement in 
this country. 

It was the biggest Young Socialist con
vention so far. The organization's member
ship has doubled during the past year 
and all convention reports pointed to the 
very realistic prospect of an even more 
accelerated growth in the months ahead. 

The size and composition of the con
vention and the quality of the political 
proceedings made it clear that the Young 
Socialists have emerged as the decisive 
socialist youth movement in the U. S. 

Eight hundred people attended the con
vention, more than double the number 
present at last year's gathering. 

The delegates, alternates and observers 
represented 121 university and college cam
puses and 37 high schools across the coun
try. There was representation from 128 
cities, 12 of them in the South. 

It was a genuinely youthful gathering. 
The largest single age bracket was 21 
and 46 percent of those present were under 
that age. Fifty-five were under 17. 

When the convention opened the organi
zation had 725 members. During the four
day gathering another 60 applied for mem
bership. The perspective of a thousand 
members by summer was adopted as an 
entirely realistic one. 

The YSA is already larger than any 
other radical youth organization in the 
country, excepting SDS. And in terms of 
politically educated, committed cadres the 
Young Socialists have a decisive edge 
there too. 

Decisive to the growth of the movement 
has been the clear political orientation of 
the YSA. The convention debate and de
cisions showed a solid grasp of the key 

Two antiwar Gls 

being victimized 

at Ft. Benning 
DEC. 4 - The Ft. Benning authorities 

have been forced to back down in their 
harassment of Pfc. Edwin Glover, but two 
of Glover's friends on post are still being 
persecuted. Antiwar Gis Larry Darby and 
Don Pyle were court-martialed on charges 
arising from an incident when they were 
found sitting on their barracks steps with 
a couple of cans of beer. 

An irregular and totally illegal military 
court found-Pre. Darby guilty of"disrespect" 
to a sergeant. He was sentenced to four 
months at hard labor in the stockade 
and has spent much of the last two month~ 
in solitary confinement. His friends thir!k 
that this isolation is imposed because there 
are a number of other political prisoners 
in the stockade, and the brass don't want 
them getting together. 

Pvt. Don Pyle was busted to the rank of 
E-1 and fined at a hastily-convened court
martial over a month ago. His crime? 
Allegedly disobeying an order which the 
Army has admitted was never issued! 

BOSTON 

STUDENTS AND THE TRADE UNION MOVEMENT. 

Speaker: Donald Tormey, International representative, 

United Electrical Workers. Fri., Dec. 13, 8:15 p.m. 

295 Huntington Ave., Rm 307 (one block from Mass. 

Ave.) Ausp. Militant Labor Forum. 

• 
MINNEAPOLIS 

REVOLUTIONARY DEVELOPMENTS AND REPRES

SION IN LATIN AMERICA: The U.S. Government's 

Role. Speaker: Charlie Scheer, Socialist Workers Party. 

Sat., Dec. 14, 8:30 p.m., 704 Hennepin, Hall 240. 

Ausp. Twin Cities Socialist Forum. 

• 
NEW YORK 

MILITANT 40TH ANNIVERSARY BANQUET. Sat., Dec. 

14. 6:30 p.m.: BANQUET, delicious food and refresh· 

ments. 8:30 p.m.: PROGRAM, feotu ring Farrell Dobbs, 

notional secretory, Socialist Workers Party. Contrib. 

S2.50 (S1.75, under 18; Sl for program only). 873 

Broadway, near 18th St. Ausp. Militant Labor Forum. 
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Young Socialists 

factors in the present youth radicalization 
and how to effectively relate to that process. 

The YSAers devoted particular attention 
to the black liberation struggle and the 
antiwar movements. They saw a special 
opportunity for registering advances 
among the newly radicalizing high school 
students, white and black, and the delegates 
were agreed on the need to further in
tensify their activity in this area. 

Perhaps the most dramatic feature of the 
convention was the presence of active-duty 
G Is who helped shape the convention's 
major focus on linking up with antiwar 
sentiment within the armed forces. In a 
serious, determined way, the convention 
decided it would contribute a maximum 
to helping to develop this dynamic politi
cal force. 

There was, too, a readily apparent in
ternational consciousness. This was seen 
in the spontaneous standing ovation ex
tended to a representative of the now ban
ned Revolutionary Communist Youth of 
France who played such a decisive role 
in the May-June uprising. 

Just as young blacks in this country 
increasingly identify with the world strug
gles of colored people, so the young people 
now coming into the revolutionary socia
list youth movement see themselves as 
part of a rising international revolutionary 
youth movement. They feel as one with 
their French comrades, with the Japanese 
and German youth, particularly with the 
Vietnamese freedom fighters. This sense 
of being part of a world movement con
tributes much to their revolutionary op
timism. 

Their revolutionary outlook could be 
seen in the totality of identification with the 
black liberation fighters of the U.S. The 
sense of kinship with every section of the 
liberation movement was apparent in the 
political discussion. Even while express
ing political disagreement with a Chicago 
Black Panther who addressed the gather
ing, there was manifest a deep sense of 
solidarity with the Panther movement. 

The target of the YSAers is to build a 
mass socialist youth movement. But their 
understanding of the need to build a revo
lutionary working class party was evident 
in the warm reception given Joseph Hansen 
who brought the greetings of the Socialist 
Workers Party. 

Arizona students 

force out racist 

laundry 
A . coalition of student organizations 

scored a victory Nov. 21 at Arizona State 
University in Tempe, Ariz., by compelling 
the university administration to agree not 
to renew a contract with a laundry that 
discriminates against Mexican American 
workers and pays sweatshop wages. 

The announcement by AS U president 
G. Homer Durham came after a three
hour occupation of his office the previous 
day by 150 students and a massive dem
onstration on the 22nd. Don Critchlow 
of the AS U Young Socialist Alliance, one 
of the leaders of the action, called Durham's 
statement "a complete victory for the stu
dents." 

The university has an $80, 000-a-year 
contract with the Phoenix Linen and Towel 
Supply Co. According to a leaflet dis
tributed by the student groups, conditions 
at Phoenix Linen are intolerable, with the 
great majority of the workers earning less 
than $1.15 an hour and only 10 percent 
of the workers having any fringe benefits 
whatever. 

The action was sponsored by a number 
of student groups, including the Mexican 
American Students Organization, SDS, and 
the YSA. 

• reg1ster 

Similarly, there was an enthusiastic, ap
preciative response to a lecture by George 
Novack in which he presented a Marxist 
critique of the New Left thesis that the 
working class is no longer an agency for 
social change. 

Space doesn't permit adequate reporting 
of the major political reports delivered 
at the convention and the panel discus
sions held. These will be given expanded 
coverage in a coming issue. 

There was an international report by 
Mary-Alice Waters, outgoing YSA national 
chairman; a political report by Larry 
Seigle; a report on the black liberation 
struggle by Derrick Morrison; an orga
nizational report by Charles Bolduc; a 
report on the antiwar movement by Carol 
Lipman. 

There was an international panel, a GI 
panel, and a panel on the revolutionary 
significance of the struggle of minority 
peoples for self-determination. 

The participants in the international 
panel were: Yves Salesse of the banned 
French JCR; Lothar Boepple, secretary of 
the German section of the Fourth Inter
national; Ricardo de la Luz of the Na
tional Strike Council of Mexican students; 
Jacquie Henderson, editor of the Cana
dian Young Socialist Forum; and Ken 
Hayashi, who has been active in the Zen
gakuren student movement in Japan. 

Participants in the G I panel were: Pfc. 

Joe Cole of Ft. Jackson, S.C.; Pfc. Tom 
Hathcock, Ft. McClellan, Ga.; Sp/ 4 Allen 
Myers, Ft. Dix; and Pvt. Don Pyle, Ft. 
Benning, Ga. Also on the panel were ex
GI Howard Petrick of the Student Mobi
lization Committee and Matilde Zimmer
man of the G I Civil Liberties Defense 
Committee. 

Pvt. Ed Glover, who with the aid of 
public protest forced the brass at Ft. Ben
ning to stop its victimization of him, was 
unable to attend as planned because of 
the Army's refusal to give him a holiday 
pass. He did phone a message which was 
taped and played to the gathering. It 
evoked a roar of applause. 

The panel on self-determination included: 
Genaro Lara, a Mexican American active 
at the University of Illinois; Omar Aoki, 
of the Afro-American Student Association 
and a leader of the Chicago Black Students 
for Defense, organizers of the militant high 
school boycott; Dennis Lambert of the 
Ligue des Jeunes Socialistes in Quebec; 
Tony Thomas of the YSA; and Steve Au tid, 
an Indian American from McGregor, Minn. 

Testimony to the growing influence of 
the Young Socialists was provided by the 
media coverage of the convention. There 
were daily reports in the Chicago press, 
local and national television coverage, a 
New York Times report and AP dispatches. 

The Atlanta Constitution and St. Louis 
Free Press had reporters at the convention. 
There was a good representation of the 
movement press, including two reporters 
for the Daily World. 

Among the organizational decisions of 
the convention was to conduct a drive for a 
$25,000 expansion fund and to boost the 
circulation of the Young Socialist to the 
10,000 mark. The magazine, which a 
few years ago had a circulation of about 
a thousand, and only 5, 000 last February, 
now is at the 8,500 mark. 

Greetings and messages of solidarity 
were sent to the imprisoned Mexican stu
dents; to Hugo Blanco and his impris
oned comrades in Peru; to the Czech 
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Larry Seigle gave political report 

student fighters for socialist democracy; 
to imprisoned Panther leader Huey P. 
Newton; and to James P. Cannon, founder 
of the American Trotskyist movement. 

Virtually all sections of the YSA were 
represented. Among those who couldn't 
make it were a group of junior-high-school 
students in New York. They sent regrets 
and a declaration of solidarity, concluding, 
"And remember, when we're 21 we'll have 
had nine years experience in the revolu
tionary movement!" 

Militant banquet 

success 1n Boston 
BOSTON - Seventy-five members and 

friends of the Socialist Workers Party and 
Young Socialist Alliance attended the Mili
tant 40th Anniversary Dinner here Nov. 17, 
where over $1,300 was raised for. the 
Militant 40th Anniversary Fund Drive. 

The meeting was chaired by Garry 
Collins, and two local folk singers pro
vided entertainment. Augusta Trainor dis
cussed fund raising for The Militant, and 
Lawrence P. Trainor spoke on the paper's 
4 0-year history. 

The gathering heard a recording of Leon 
Trotsky's 1938 speech on the occasion of 
the 1Oth anniversary of the American Trot
skyist movement, and each guest received 
a transcript of this speech. 

A high point of the evening was the sur
prise expression of tribute by younger 
members of the party and the Young So
cialists to Larry Trainor for his 34 years 
of dedicated work in the American revolu
tionary socialist movement. A scroll pre
sented to Trainor stressed his role as a 
trailblazer and organizer during the '30s 
and '40s and as an educator of the revo
lutionary youth during the '50s and '60s. 

The hall was decorated in a red and 
white motif for the event. A section of one 
wall was covered with past issues of The 
Militant, important headlines from the 
paper, and photographs. The centerpieces 
on the tables consisted of red tissue flowers 
surrounding red flags inscribed "Militant 
40th Anniversary," and a banner bearing 
the same inscription in red letters streamed 
across the entire width of the hall. 

The celebration ended with the singing 
of "The Internationale" and other revolu
tionary songs, and a party completed the 
evening. 

INTERESTED? 
If you are interested in be

coming a Young Socialist and 
would like more information, 
write to the YSA, P. 0 Box 471, 
Cooper Sta., New York, N.Y. 
10003. If you would like to sub
scribe to the magazine, the 
Young Socialist, send a check 
or money order for $2 to the 
same address. You'll receive 12 
monthly issues. 
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The 

'Hemispheric' 

blowup 

By Penny Simpson 
MONTREAL - The much publicized 

Nov. 29-Dec. 2 "Hemispheric Conference 
to End the War in Vietnam" ended in 
failure for both the conservative wing of 
the antiwar movement which organized it 
and the young radicals who wanted so 
much more than "just a peace conference." 

From the outset, a chasm began to open 
between the youth and the more conserva
tive, older elements. The open break came 
when the extremely large delegations ofthe 
Black Panthers, Mexicans, and white ra
dicals from California, who had been told 
that that they were coming to an "anti
imperialist" conference, discovered that the 
promised keynote speaker, Bobby Seale, 
was not there. 

A group of Panthers seized the mike and 
forced an explanation from a shaken con
ference official, namely that they had re
fused to pay the way for the two body 
guards Seale considered necessary and by 
doing so made it impossible for him to 
attend. The angry crowd took up a collec
tion covering more than half the fare, 
and forced the conference organizers to 
come across with the rest. 

The quickly assembled black, Quebe
quois and white radical caucuses forced 
open the organizing committee, overturned 
the agenda and turned the whole thing into 
the "anti-imperialist" conference they had 
been led to expect. 

In fact, the plans of the Hemispheric 
Conference organizers had been clear last 
August, when the executive secretary of 
the Toronto Vietnam Mobilization Commit
tee (organizers of the most successful and 
militant demonstration in Ontario) was 
explicitly excluded from the planning meet
ings. The organizers had a representative 
of the Voix des Quebequois Sur le Vietnam, 
Montreal's only single-issue Vietnam orga
nization, thrown out of a planning meeting 
by a hotel cop. 

Heavy emphasis in the official call was 
placed on stopping the bombing and on 
negotiations with no mention ofthe antiwar 
movement apart from a vague reference 
to a "campaign of public enlightenment." 

A long list of Latin American office
holders appeared as sponsors, but there 
was no representation of Latin American 
revolutionary tendencies and it is not 
known whether Cuba, which did not par
ticipate, was even invited. 

Even after the transformation of the con
ference agenda the workshops remained in 
the hands of the original chairman, who 
consistently refused to recognize young 
people and ponderously intervened after 
every contribution and insisted at every 
point in hearing from the elderly, con
servative Latin-American delegates. 

In attempting to speak to conference 
officials, I myself was three times seized 
by self-appointed organizers and wrestled 
from the approach to the platform. One 
organizer frankly explained that they were 
on the lookout for all young people. 

It was apparent from discussions with 
angry youth that they realized that those 
responsible for the conference had at
tempted to use them, the radical elements, 
to provide a cover for a regroupment 
of right-wing forces within the North Amer
ican antiwar movement. Few were hesi
tant about placing responsibility on the 
Communist Party for this. 

Highlights of the conference were the 
addresses of the North Vietnamese and 
N a tiona! Liberation Front representatives, 
who firmly restated their positions on Viet
nam. They were greeted with tumultuous 
applause from the entire gathering. 

Despite the frustrating control which the 
organizers imposed on the workshops, free 
discussion and debate was the rule in the 
crowded halls and rooms. Literature tables 
lined the walls and were piled high with 
buttons, books, flags, posters - even knit-

ling from the Vietnam Medical Aid Com
mittee. 

One particular feature was the tremend
ous interest in revolutionary socialist litera
ture, particularly on Quebec. The Ligue 
Socialiste Ouvriere literature table nearly 
sold out its stock. 

By the final day of the conference the 
Panther-led youth held control. The ali
day plenary session opened with a speech 
by Bobby Seale - a moving and electri
fying experience for the largely white audi
ence, most of whom were sympathetic to the 
Black Panthers but largely unacquainted 
with them. While some of the older conser-

Bobby Seale addressing an Oakland rally 

vatives sat on their hands, young people 
shouting "Free Huey" gave him a standing 
ovation with black and white fists raised 
in the air. 

With that the entire conference took on 
an unreal air. Latin American speakers 
moved rhetorically to the left in their de
nunciation of American imperialism. 

At one point the Montreal-based "Intel
lectual and Workers Patriots of Quebec," 
a fanatically religious Maoist groupie!, 
threatened to invade the platform to de
nounce "Soviet Revisionism" despite a per
sonal appeal by a representative of the 
NLF. A Panther guard was mounted three 

deep around the platform, and the group 
decided to behave themselves. 

As delegates from the U. S. began leaving 
for home, resolutions in support of the na
tional struggle in Quebec, other liberation 
struggles and armed struggle where appli
cable were passed by the enthusiastic crowd. 

But nothing was really accomplished. 
The Vietnam resolutions were shuffled to
gether in the closing minutes of the con
ference. A few were read and a promise 
made to publish them. The only action 
decided upon was a 'Vietnam Solidarity 
Week," with no decision on its content 
and no committee elected to organize it. 

More grief for the Communist Party? 
By Milton Alvin 

LOS ANGELES-Is the leadership of 
the American Communist Party consider
ing drastic measures against members and 
leaders who disagree with the party's sup
port of the invasion of Czechoslovakia? 

A broad hint that this may be the case 
is contained in editor AI Richmond's "Good 
and Welfare" column in the Nov. 23 issue 
of People's World, the West Coast party 
voice. 

Richmond went to Czechoslovakia after 
the invasion to see for himself what was 
going on. On his return, he wrote a series 
of articles for his paper recounting his 
experiences and conversations in Czecho
slovakia. Many letters from readers have 
been published in the paper since. Some of 
these supported the invasion; others op
posed it. Richmond himself opposed the 
invasion before his trip and has continued 
to oppose it since his return. His position 
is supported by many rank-and-file party 
members, as well as by prominent leaders 
such as Dorothy Healy of Los Angeles. 

In the column mentioned above Rich
mond writes, "It is clear from the letters 
that the series did not create the differences 
expressed. The series help to bring them to 
the surface-to bring to the light of day, 
so to speak, differences that were already 
in existence." Explaining that it was not 
his purpose to enter into polemics on this 
issue, he adds, "This is a deliberate self
restraint, and its exercise is not rendered 
any easier by some ofthediscussion, which 
was personally offensive in that it crossed 
the not-so-thin line between political criti
cism and personal abuse." 

These observations suggest the sharp
ness of the dispute within the Communist 
Party over the invasion. If the response to 
Richmond's series of articles was as abu
sive as he says, it may well be but a pale 
reflection of the debate that is taking place 
behind the closed doors of the party. 

Richmond offers a hint of the possible 
outcome: "Controversy does not disturb 
me, but what is disturbing is a tendency 
in some limited quarters to drive differ
ences to the point of split. Most immediately, 
to the sort of split that would jeopardize 
the existence of this paper." 

Under Richmond's editorship, the Peo
ple's World has been a public voice for 
those who oppose the invasion. A weekly 
publication, the paper is not exactly a tower 
of financial strength and could easily be 
wrecked by the CP leaders by withdrawal 
of support. Or, perhaps, is the removal of 
the editor and the appointment of another 
who agrees with the leadership being 
planned? 

From these recent developments it is 
clear that a serious division over the in
vasion is occurring in the Communist 
ranks and periphery. There can be a mean
ingful resolution of the dispute only if the 
majority rejects the phony reasons offered 
by Moscow and its supporters. There is, 
in fact, not a shred of evidence that a capi
talist restoration was threatened within 
Czechoslovakia. Nor has anyone tried to 
substantiate the assertion that an invasion 
of the country from West Germany, backed 
by the United States, was imminent. 

What has become increasingly apparent 
is that the reversal of the democratization 
in Czechoslovakia was inspired by the fear 
of the Soviet bureaucracy that freedom of 
expression would spread to other East 
European nations and to the USSR itself. 

This would open the flood gates to the 
widespread hatred of these privileged bu
reaucracies and could lead to their over
throw. That would clear the way to the 
building of socialist societies on a demo
cratic basis. 

Gil Green disturbed by George Morris 

In addition to the division over the Soviet occupation of Czechoslovakia, 
the American Communist Party appears to have been rather sharply divided 
over U. S. election policy. There was a reported dispute at the party con
vention last fall as to who the presidential slate should be. And there was a 
clear division over the party's formal endorsement of New York Freedom 
and Peace senatorial nominee Herman Ferguson. Despite the endorsement, 
the Daily World gave scarcely disguised support to the Democratic nominee, 
Paul O'Dwyer. 

A further indication of the rift on electoral policy is seen in the letter re
printed below, which was sent to the Nov. 26 Daily World by Gil Green, 
New York state secretary of the party and one of the critics of the party's 
Czech stand. 

Such public disagreements between party leaders have not been tradi
tional in the Communist Party. 

I am disturbed by George Morris' column "The Worse the Better" (Nov. 
19th). He discusses "minor factors" that brought about the hairline victory 
of Nixon and that "could have turned the result the other way"- that is
the Humphrey way. He points to two such factors: "a one-percent shift of 
the vote in California or in Illinois," or "if even a smaller fraction of voters 
didn't by-pass the top of the ticket in New Jersey, Missouri and Ohio." 
According to Morris "there was quite a trend of such sentiment among some 
'new left' and even progressive circles." 

I doubt whether many new left, old left or just plain left people voted for 
Nixon. As for the trend George speaks of, I do not know. I am sure that 
some did skip the top of the ticket and many more stayed at home in total 
disgust. I disagree with this, but not for Morris' reasons. 

He believes that had this not occurred, Humphrey could have won. But 
Humphrey could have won only if these people had voted for him and not 
for either Mitchell, Gregory, Cleaver, Halstead or even Pat Paulsen. Ap
parently Morris thinks they should have voted for Humphrey. Otherwise 
why bemoan the results? But if this is so, then Morris also believes the 
Daily World erred when it urged its readers to vote against Wallace, Nixon 
and Humphrey. 

On my part I still believe there was no choice between these three. Had 
Humphrey won the election the result would still not have been "the other 
way," for both Nixon and Humphrey represent the same way. Sure, the 
"worse the better" theory is wrong; but so is the "lesser evil" theory repre
hensible. 

Gil Green, New York, N.Y. 
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By Dick Robert& 
The report on Chicago police violence 

at the Democratic Party national conven
tion reflects what appears to be a growing 
concern in certain ruling-class circles: the 
bad image and effect of "excessive" police 
brutality. 

Compiled under the direction of Mont
tomery Ward-Continental Can Co. vice
president Daniel Walker, this study goes 
further in many respects than the "Riot 
Control Commission" report last winter. 
It affirms that the police force was respon
sible for the violence in Chicago. 

On balance, Walker describes the Chicago 
melee as a "police riot." "Although crowds 
were finally dispelled on the nights of vio
lence in Chicago," Walker concludes, "the 
problems they represent have not been. 

"Surely this is not the last time that a 
violent dissenting group will clash head-on 
with those whose duty it is to enforce the 
law. And the next time the whole world 
will be watching." 

Like the "Riot Control" report, Walker's 
study is aimed at making more effective 
the maintenance of "law and order." 

The 

Chicago 

police riot 

The Chicago study was sponsored by 
the "National Commission on the Causes 
and Prevention of Violence" set up by Presi
dent Johnson after Senator Robert Ken
nedy's assassination last July. 

Walker does not question Johnson's mo
bilization of federal, state and local police 
at the Democratic Party convention. What 
went wrong, he feels, are the tactics they 
employed. 

He criticizes Mayor Daley for failing to 
retract the notorious "shoot to klll" orders 
issued during the Chicago black uprising 
earlier in the summer. Walker also implic
itly scores Chicago authorities for not find
ing a place where the demonstrators could 
hold the peaceful rally most of them wanted. 

But the report seeks to put the burden of 
blame upon rank-and-file and lower-rank
ing officials of the police force. Implicit 
is the notion that the police riot was not 
the logical outcome of a political policy 
but rather the result of ''breakdown of dis
cipline" by socially backward cops. 

A New York Times reporter, obviously 
sympathetic to Walker's analysis, asks why 
this ''breakdown of discipline" occurred: 

LATIN AMERICAN TEACH-IN 

Featuring: 
Ricardo de Ia l.uz, member of Mexican National Strike Council 

Edward Boorstein, 3-1/2 years with Cuban gov't.; worked with Che; author, The Eco

nomic Transformation of Cuba 

Richard Garza, ass't. exec. secretary, U.S. Committee for Justice to latin American 

Political Prisoners 

PANEL: Two, Three, Many Vietnams? 

Paul Sweezy, editor, Monthly Review 

Ralph de La Cava, professor of political science, Queens College 
Charles Wagley, director, latin American Institute, Columbia University 

Gonzalo Castillo, participant in student struggles in Columbia, S. A. 

Blase Bonpane, former Maryknoll priest, Guatemala 

Alice Embree, North American Congress on latin America 

Rodriguez Gonzales, member, Federation of University Students for Puerto Rican 

Independence 
Performance by People's Theater 

Film of Mexican events 

Moderators: 

Tana de Gamez, news staff, WBAI-FM Joe Sklar, Committee of Returned Volunteers 

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 13, 7:00 P.M. 
BARNARD GYM, BARNARD HALL 

(Building just behind Broadway gates at 117th St.) 

Sponsored by: C. U. Graduate Students' Union, C. U. Students for a Democratic Society, 

U.S. Committee for Justice to latin American Political Prisoners, Young Socialist 

Alliance. 

'Unrestrained, indiscriminate police violence' 

Following are excerpts from the study on police violence at the Democratic 
Party convention in Chicago last August. The study was prepared for the 
President's Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence. 

During the week of the Democratic National Convention, the Chicago 
police were the targets of mounting provocation by both word and act. ... 

Some of these acts had been planned; others were spontaneous or were 
themselves provoked by police action. Furthermore the police had been put 
on edge by widely published threats of attempts to disrupt both the city 
and the convention. 

That was the nature of the provocation. The nature of the response was 
unrestrained and indiscriminate police violence on many occasions, par
ticularly at night. 

That violence was made all the more shocking by the fact that it was 
often inflicted upon persons who had broken no law, disobeyed no order, 
made no threat. ... Newsmen and photographers were singled out for 
assault, and their equipment deliberately damaged .... 

A report prepared by an inspector from the Los Angeles Police Depart
ment, present as an official observer, while generally praising the police 
restraint he had observed in the parks during the week, said this about the 
events that night [in front of the Conrad Hilton]: 

"There is no question but that many officers acted without restraint and 
exerted force beyond that necessary under the circumstances. The leadership 
at the point of conflict did little to prevent such conduct and the direct con
trol of officers by first line supervisors was virtually nonexistent." 
... But most Americans do not know that the [Conrad Hilton] confronta

tion was followed by even more brutal incidents in the Loop side streets. 
Or that it had been preceded by comparable instances of indiscriminate 
police attacks on the North Side .... 

Despite the presence of some revolutionaries, the vast majority of the 
demonstrators were intent on expressing by peaceful means their dissent 
either from society generally or from the Administration's policies in Vietnam. 

Most of those intending to join the major protest demonstrations ... did 
not plan to enter the amphitheater and disrupt the proceedings of the Demo
cratic convention, did not plan aggressive acts of physical provocation against 
the authorities and did not plan to use rallies of demonstrators to stage an 
assault against any person, institution, or place of business .... 

On the part of the police there was enough wild club swinging, enough 
cries. of hatred, enough gratuitous beating to make the conclusion ines
capable that individual policemen, and lots of them, committed violent acts 
far in excess of the requisite force for crowd dispersal or arrest. 

To read dispassionately the hundreds of statements describing at first
hand the events of Sunday and Monday nights is to become convinced of 
the presence of what can only be called a police riot. 

"Perhaps, above all, it had to do with a 
clash of attitudes, backgrounds, beliefs," 
Times reporter Sylvan Fox explains. 

"Generally speaking, policemen believe in 
the status quo. They often come from 
strongly religious, authoritarian, middle 
or lower middle class backgrounds. They 
believe in the sanctity of the flag, confor
mity, a concept of law and order that places 
heavy emphasis on the maintenance of 
order." 

No knowledgeable person will argue 
with this description of cops who charged 
crowds yelling "Kill the Commies" and 
"Get the Bastards." But it is false to assert 
that they initiated the violence. Their men
tality simply makes them capable of carry
ing it out. 

The obvious source of the police riot 
were the policy makers in Chicago- and 
Washington. It would not have taken place 
without the express sanction of the leaders 
of the Democratic and Republican parties
none of whom spoke out against the police 
mobilization before the riots took place, 
nor even the cop violence while it was 
happening. 

Police discipline doesn't break down un
less it is allowed to. The decision to allow 
it to happen in Chicago was the direct 
corollary of the firm decision made well 
in advance by the Democratic high com
mand to prevent "disruption" of their con
vention- by any means necessary. They 
said so in advance and what happened 
simply confirmed that they meant it. 

A difficulty in coping with the police 
riot was the incorrect policies of the Na
tional Mobilization and Yippie ''leadership" 
which called the demonstration. There was 
no clear political focus to the action capa
ble of mobilizing and uniting significant 
forces (the Walker report estimates a maxi
mum of 10,000 demonstrators). And there 
was absolutely no concept of how to turn 
it into the broadest kind of a single-issue, 
free-speech battle once the police violence 
erupted. Some of the leaders, indeed, 
viewed each additional cracked skull as 
one more "victory" in "exposing the estab
lishment." 

An additional obstacle was the oppor
tunistic adaptation to the McCarthy forces 
by the National Mobe leadership. This 
prevented them from publicly demanding 
that he, at least, join them in the streets in 
warding off the cops. (McCarthy, in fact, 

remained silent until it was over.) 
The effectiveness of a broad, united pro

test movement was clearly demonstrated 
just one month later when the Chicago 
movement mobilized for a giant march and 
rally to protest the violence in Vietnam 
and Chicago. As 25,000 people marched 
down the streets, the same Chicago cops 
stood politely by. 

(The turnout for this action also refuted 
the notion peddled by the Mobe leadership 
that the small turnout for their recent ac
tions is because people are "afraid of con
frontations.") 

Finally, the basic message of Walker's 
report is utterly false. A leading Illinois 
Democrat himself, Walker wants his readers 
to believe that proper decisions by govern
mental authorities can correct the prob
lems of uncontrolled police violence. 

What the facts in his report really show 
is the need for completely breaking from 
capitalist politics. The same parties which 
are responsible for the genocidal war in 
Vietnam and for over and over again 
unleashing their police forces on the black 
communities in this country, cannot be 
expected to hold back the cops when capi
talist institutions are threatened. 

The job of the police force is to main
tain and protect the same capitalist ''law 
and order" the major parties represent. 
Ending capitalist police violence requires 
nothing less than ending capitalist rule 
itself. 
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Cradle of Revolution 
financially rekindled 

By George Novack, Chairman 
The Militant 40th Anniversary Committee 

Boston takes double honors this week as the 40th Anniversary Fund heads 
down the home stretch. It stands at the top of the national listing with 106 per
cent of its $1,200 quota. That's not all. 

Taking their cue from the Twin Cities, Boston supporters of the paper have 
clubbed together and collected an additional $1,000 for a membership in the 
Lifetime Militants Club. This means that up to this point, the "Hub of the Uni
verse," as it so proudly dubbed itself in the last century, has realized the sum of 
$3,285 toward the $40,000 goal. (Every thousand-dollar membership gets 
matched by an equivalent donation to the fund. ) 

The tradition that made Boston the cradle of the First American Revolution 
is certainly being rekindled in my native city. Boston received its big boost 
through a $1,312 collection at its Nov. 17 banquet. 

That same evening I spoke at asimilarlysuccessful banquet of San Francisco
Oakland-Berkeley supporters who raised more than $500 toward their quotas. 
Guest speakers were representatives of other radical papers in the Bay Area, 
including the Berkeley Barb and The Guardian. 

At the Nov. 16 celebration in Minneapolis, further pledges were taken toward 
a collective enrollment for the Lifetimers Club which should be fulfilled soon. 

Rick Wadsworth of New York has taken out the fourth individual member
ship in the Lifetime Militants Club. "I hope," he says, "that the delay in pub
licizing new enrollments doesn't mean that we're going to fall short of the in
dicated goal. It would be intolerable to miss the chance of doubling ovr money!" 
Happily, Rick's fears can be set aside. Five-sixths of the $12,000 quota is now 
in hand- and, according to reports from Chicago, the Twin Cities and Los 
Angeles, the prospect is excellent that the special category of $12,000 will not 
only be attained but oversubscribed. 

Now is the time for all those areas lagging in the lower part of the score
board to take a big leap forward. The campaign is scheduled to end Dec. 15. 
The final scoreboard will be published at the close of the month. 

The question now stands: "How far above the $40,000 will the fund drive 
go?" The answer is up to you. 

Fund Scoreboard 
Area Quota Paid 

Boston $1,200 $1,285 
Los Angeles 4,400 3,948 
Twin Cities 2,200 1,870 
St. Louis 100 85 
Portland 150 125 
Chicago 1,950 1,375 
Philadelphia 1,300 850 
New York 7,200 4,360 
San Francisco 2,300 1,385 
Detroit 2,000 1,192 
Oakland-Berkeley 2,000 1,125 
San Diego 300 151 
Cleveland 1,800 900 
Allentown 150 65 
Seattle 300 50 
Other Areas 650 1,008 

$28,000 $19,774 

Lifetime Militants $12,000 $10,000 

Totals $40,000 $29,774 

George Novack, Chairman, 

Militant 40th Anniversary Fund CommiHee 

873 Broadway, New York, N.Y. J0003 

I want to help expand and improve The Militant. 

Enclosed is my contribution of$,,_------

Percent 

106 
90 
85 
85 
83 
71 
65 
61 
60 
60 
56 
50 
50 
43 
17 

155 

71 

83 

74 

Name------------------------------------------------------------

Streel ____________________________________________ _ 

City ___________________________ _ 

State ------:------------------------------Zip ___________ _ 

Dobbs to be principal 
speaker at N.Y. dinner 

NEW YORK- Farrell Dobbs, national 
secretary of the Socialist Workers Party, 
will be the principal speaker at a banquet 
here marking the 40th anniversary of 
The Militant on Saturday, Dec. 14, at 
873 Broadway. The banquet, featuring 
a smorgasbord dinner, will celebrate 40 
years of the fight for a socialist America 
carried on by The Militant since its first 
issue on Nov. 15, 1928. 

Farrell Dobbs will be a special attraction 
for young socialists because he represents 
a link between the young generation build
ing the antiwar, black power and socialist 
movements of today, and the radical youth 
who organized the industrial workers in 
the massive labor upsurge of the 1930s. 

As a leader of the teamsters' union in 
Minneapolis at that time, Dobbs made 
labor history by leading the struggle to 
organize over 200,000 over-the-road truck 
drivers in 11 states. This vast organizing 
drive smashed the open-shop employers' 
paradise in the whole region and helped 
convert a craft-oriented union of local 
drivers into a massive industrial workers' 
organization that has become one of the 
largest trade unions in the world today. 
In 1940, Dobbs became one of the first 
victims of the notorious Smith Act for his 
opposition to imperialist war. He spent 
a year in prison. 

Dobbs has been a national leader of the 
SWP for 30 years and was an editor of 
The Militant for part of that time. He was 
the first SWP presidential nominee in 1948 
and headed the ticket in three subsequent 
campaigns. 

The banquet program will include other 
speakers and a showing of a sound film 
of the giant San Francisco antiwar rally 
addressed by 1968 SWP presidential can
didate Fred Halstead last April. There 
will be displays of past Militant headlines, 
and articles highlighting some ofthemajor 
events of the past 40 years and the role 
of The Militant in building a vanguard 

Farrell Dobbs 

party and revolutionary socialist youth 
movement. 

A wide variety of food and refreshments 
will be served at the banquet which begins 
at 6:30. The speaking program will start 
at 8:30. Contribution is $2.50 ($1. 75 for 
those under 18 ), or $1.00 for the program 
only. Tickets are available from the Mi
litant Banquet Committee, 873 Broadway, 
2nd floor, N.Y., N.Y. 10003. 

A CORRECTION 
In our last issue we erroneously reported 

that James P. Cannon, founding editor of 
The Militant, had been present at a Los 
Angeles banquet celebrating tl~e paper's 
40th anniversary. Actually, he was un
able to attend. Theerrorwasduetogarbled 
transmission of a report that a tribute 
to Cannon had been greeted with prolonged 
applause. 

The Great Society 
ARTFUL SHAKER - Weight-conscious 
New Yorkers have been belting down the 
"Skinny Shake," a creamy half-quart shake 
allegedly containing only 88 calories. City 
investigators established that the shake 
actually contains about 375 calories. "But 
we never advertised the Skinny Shake as 
having only 88 calories," smoothly ex
plained Irving Sinowitz, a peddler of the 
shake. 'We said it was made with 88-
calory diet-approved skim milk. That's 
all." He gave the glad tidings that the 
company would soon be on the market 
with a "150-calory Skinny Freeze." Made 
with low-cal ice, no doubt. 

OTHERWISE IT WOULD'VE BEEN 
OK-"OAKLAND, Calif. (UPI)-Narco
tics agents broke up a dinner party at the 
home of a dentist Thursday night. They 
fired two shots through a window, kicked 
in a door and forced the guests to lie 
on the floor before discovering they were 
in the wrong house. Red-face police ad
mitted it was pot, not pot roast they were 
interested in ... " 

SHOPPING AID- Cartier's in New York 
has shopping bags available in silver at 
$45 and $60 for small and larger sizes. 
At first it struck us as a bit silly, but then 
we began thinking that with the current 
price of groceries it's a sort of fitting way 
to carry them home. 

IT FIGURES - A friend of the Nixons 
disclosed that at their home they always 
have stereo going softly in the background. 
"He picks out all the music himself," she 
said, "and it's everything- popular, classi
cal-everything except the Beatles." 

TEMPERING JUSTICE WITH MERCY
Seven ex-Nazi-SS members were convicted 
by a West German court of participating 
in the mass murder of 80,000 people in 
the Ukraine during World War II. The 
principal defendant received a 15-year pris
on term. The others drew four to eleven 
years. With, we presume, time off for good 
behavior. And, perhaps, a post in the Bonn 
government. 

HER VERY FIRST? - Julie Nixon was 
really in orbit about all the exciting gifts 
she received at a wedding shower and, ac
cording to one report, "could hardly wait 
to try out her practical new steam iron." 

NEED A GREETING? - Those with the 
Xmas greeting card habit may be interested 
in one of the three reproduced here. They're 
available from the Detroit Young Socialists. 
Five cents each or $4 a hundred. YSA, 
Debs Hall, 3737 Woodward, Detroit, Mich. 
48201. 

THOUGHT FOR THE WEEK- "If we 
have to start over again with another Adam 
and Eve, then I want them to be AmericanS" 
and not Russians-and I want them to 
be in this continent and not in Europe."
Senator Richard Russell of Georgia during 
an Oct. 2 secret Senate discussion of the 
outcome of a nuclear exchange with the 
USSR. 

-Harry Ring 
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Black students gain 
support at Oshkosh 

By Bill Clary 
OSHKOSH, Wis.- The arraignment of 

the 100 Afro-American students of Wiscon
sin State University charged with disorder
ly conduct and unlawful assembly, as a 
result of a Nov. 21 incident, was held 
here Dec. 2. 

The students entered a plea of "I stand 
mute." This was interpreted by the presi
ding judge, James Sitter, who has on 
occasion used the term "nigger," as a plea 
of "not guilty." 

The case has now been moved to cir
cuit court, where the students will be tried 
at a later date. The Nov. 21 incident 
occurred when the Afro-Americans con
fronted university president Roger Guiles 
and demanded he sign a list of demands 
which had been agreed to in October but 
never met. 

When Guiles refused to sign the demands, 
the student confrontation became quite di
rect, resulting in some property damage 
and pursuant arrests. 

In the courtroom, Lloyd Barbee, counsel 
for many of the students and a black state 
assemblyman from Milwaukee, asked that 
a writ of prejudice be filed against Winne
bago county judge James Sitter. 

In reference to his publicly acknowledged 
use of the word "nigger," Judge Sitter stated 
that the remark was regrettable, but it 
didn't indicate prejudice on his part. He 
continued that it should not have been 
used but added, "my daughter talks like 
that." 

Hearings on the motion will be held on 
Dec. 12. Barbee also asked for a change 
of venue on the grounds that students 
can never get a fair trial in this "Bir
mingham of the North" as evidenced by 
the racist reaction of the community and 
business leaders to the student demands. 

Judge Sitter denied the motion on the 
grounds that it was out of order. Efforts 
for a change of venue are being continued. 

Immediately following the court appear
ances, the parents and students moved to a 
meeting where the parents formed a "Con
cerned Parents of Afro-American Educa
tors." A decision was made to confront 
President Guiles at a meeting that was held 
in the student union. 

Parents requested Guiles' permission for 
their children to attend classes until the 
court cases were disposed of. Guiles re-

fused to lift the suspensions, which were 
imposed without hearings, forcing the stu
dents out of classes and dormitories. The 
parents planned another meeting the fol
lowing evening in Milwaukee. 

Meanwhile campus radicals, including 
the YSA, SDS, Peace Forum and con
cerned individuals, met to decide on a 
course of action to be taken against the 
Oshkosh Chamber of Commerce execu
tive committee, which initiated petitions cir
culated throughout the community de
manding the immediate expulsion of the 
Afro-American students and complete resti
tution of damages. 

In addition to the violation of university 
autonomy, this action illustrated the priori
ties of the business leaders: property and 
taxes over human rights and justice. 

The radicals decided to picket the busi
ness establishments to which each of the 
eight members of the committee belongs. 

The following day the Chamber of Com
merce said that the petitions would be 
burned. Even in Oshkosh the threat of fi
nancial pressure has its effects. 

University sanctioned teach-ins were held 
in many classes Dec. 2, the opening day of 
school following the extended Thanks
giving vacation, to discuss the existing si
tuation. Results were generally favorable, 
as it became apparent that many students 
had reconsidered their initial conservative 
reactions. 

On Dec. 3, at a faculty-senate meeting, a 
motion was made to provide that the stu
dents be investigated by a faculty and stu
dent body rather than an outside jurist 
lacking the knowledge of the existing atti
tudes and situation. 

The Wisconsin university system has es
tablished guidelines for disciplinary actions 
and the state is contradicting its own es
tablished regulations in an attempt to in
terfere with the dictum of university auto
nomy. 

When it was apparent that the resolution 
was about to pass by a very close vote, 
conservatives walked out denying the nec'es
sary quorum determined by a roll call. 

That evening a group of concerned fa
culty members held a meeting to determine 
a course of action which would concretely 
express their dissatisfaction with adminis
tration and pro-administration forces. 

The meeting brought to the surface the 

Photo, The Paper 

INSIST ON RIGHTS. Student gives black power salute during occupation of 
Dempsey Hall at Wisconsin State U at Oshkosh Nov. 21. Students acted after 
administration reneged on black studies program it had agreed to carry out. 
More than a hundred black students were arrested, along with several white 
supporters. 

extreme need for self-determination, not 
only for students but for faculty members, 
upon whom many injustices and viola
tions of academic freedom are perpetrated. 

A meaningful plan of action was decided 
upon, and pledges were made to support 
the fight for the freedoms long denied by 
the omnipresent administration. 

Oshkosh needs the support of people 
across the country. 

One way you can support us is to send 
letters demanding justice for the Afro-Amer
icans to Roger Guiles, President, Wisconsin 
State University, Oshkosh, Wis., with a 
duplicate copy sent to the Young Socialist 
Alliance, cj o Bill Clary, 358, Gruen Hagan 
Hall, Wisconsin State University, Oshkosh, 
Wis., 54901. We need your support! 

The more things 

change, the 

more they .... 

Labor-student upsurge • 1n Italy 
By Dick Roberts 

DEC.5 - The simultaneous worker-stu
dent upsurge in Italy and signs of re
newed unrest in France should give pause 
to anyone who is in a hurry to draw 
a balance sheet on the present relations 
of class forces in Europe. 

The student demonstrations and plant 
strikes which have swept Italy were trig
gered by the gunning down of agricultural 
workers in Sicily Dec. 2. 

Policemen opened fire on striking la
borers in the town of A vola, near Syracuse, 
killing two and wounding at least six 
others. The following day, protests of dem
onstrating students and striking workers 
hit 11 major cities. 

A general strike, which had previously 
been called for transport workers in the 
Rome area, began a day earlier, Dec. 4. 

In France, a four-hour strike was set 
for Dec. 5 at the Renault factory in Boulog
ne-Billancourt, the .suburban center of 
worker militancy in Paris last June. Al
ready workers in two other Renault facto
ries- at Cleon and Sandouville- have an
nounced plans to join the strike, and sup
port for it is reported in other French 
factories. 

Georges Seguy, secretary-general of the 
Communist Party-controlled General Con
federation of Labor, hastily announced 
that the strike was over "local issues" and 
would not go beyond the affected Renault 
plants. 

At the same time, in an attempt to pla
cate rising worker opposition to de Gaulle's 
move to make labor pay for the financial 
crisis, Seguy struck a militant posture 
in declaiming against the reactionary "aus
terity" program. 

Seguy declared that he "refuses to be 
associated with the antisocialist policy" of 
the government. 

The same Seguy and the Communist 
Party he speaks for, of course, were in
strumental in preventing French workers 
from making a socialist revolution last 
June. The CP carries the burden of respon
sibility for the fact that these workers 
today are faced with the antilabor mea-
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sures of the de Gaulle regime. 
And it is certain that Seguy's "militancy" 

on this occasion is aimed at keeping work
ers' protest channeled in "safe" forms. This 
will not be easy. 

When de Gaulle's antilabor policies were 
announced, the authoritative American fi
nancial magazine Business Week summed 
up apprehension in New York circles with 
the statement of one U.S. banker: 

"Let one labor union balk at what de 
Gaulle is doing, and there goes the franc, 
and probably the pound as well." 

In Paris, French speculators appear to 
be equally unconvinced of the prospects 
for de Gaulle's measures. Their lack of 
confidence in the franc is underlined by 
the fact that the price of gold has con
tinued to climb, reaching the near-high 
of $43.91 an ounce Dec. 4. (At the peak 
of the monetary crisis last March, it sold 
for around $45 an ounce.) Most of the 
recent gold buying seems to have been 
concentrated in France, with buyers swit
ching from francs to gold. 

Will de Gaulle ultimately succeed in sol
ving the third international monetary crisis 
of 1968? To do so requires a frontal 
attack on French labor, which only last 
summer stood mobilized to topple capi
talist rule. Clearly the world bankers have 
cause for concern. 

But on top of that, the bankers must 
have an inkling of even bigger problems 
to come. In the rapid and mutually re
inforcing spread of student and worker 
militancy from one nation to the next, they 
cannot fail to grasp the portent of the 
biggest danger of all to world capitalist 
rule - the internationalism of the op
pressed. 

Henry Cabot Lodge 

President-elect Richard Nixon's rumored 
choice of Henry Cabot Lodge to replace 
Averell Harriman at the head of Washing
ton's negotiating team in Paris gives 
another indication of just how "different" 
Nixon's administration is going to be from 
its Democratic predecessor. 

Both Harriman and Lodge are among 
the coterie of big capitalists who have 
played major roles in shaping U. S. foreign 
policy in the postwar period. (Harriman 
is king of the Union Pacific railroad em
pire in the Northwest; Lodge, a Boston 
banker.) 

With Ellsworth Bunker and Gen. Max
well Taylor, Lodge was a top advisor 
to the Kennedy administration on Vietnam 
policy. He served as ambassador to Viet
nam from Aug. 22, 1963 to June23, 1964, 
under the Kennedy and Johnson adminis
trations, and again under Johnson was 
ambassador to Vietnam from Aug. 20, 
1965 to April25, 1967. 




